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AbstractTitle of Dissertation: A Motor Control Model Based on Self-organizingFeature MapsYinong Chen, Doctor of Philosophy, 1997Dissertation directed by: Professor James A. ReggiaDepartment of Computer ScienceSelf-organizing feature maps have become important neural modeling methods over the lastseveral years. These methods have not only shown great potential in application elds such asmotor control, pattern recognition, optimization, etc, but have also provided insights into howmammalian brains are organized. Most past work developing self-organizing features maps hasfocused on systems with a single map that is solely sensory in nature. This research develops andstudies a model which has multiple self-organizing feature maps in a closed-loop control system,and that involves motor output as well as proprioceptive and/or visual sensory input. The modelis driven by a simulated arm that moves in 3D space.By applying initial activations at randomly selected motor cortex regions, the neural networkmodel spontaneously self-organizes, and demonstrates the appearance of multiple, reasonably stablemotor and proprioceptive sensory maps and their interrelationships to each other. These corticalfeature maps capture the mechanical constraints imposed by the model arm. They are aligned in away consistent with a temporal correlation hypothesis: temporally correlated features usually causetheir corresponding cortical map representations to be spatially correlated.Simulations of variations of the motor control model with visual inputs indicates the formationof visual input maps. These maps are also partially aligned with motor output maps, reectingthe degree of temporal correlations during training. The simultaneous presence of proprioceptiveinput causes the visual input maps to distinguish pairs of antagonist muscles and to be correlatedwith only one muscle in each pair. Moreover, some theoretical analysis with a simplied modelgives insights into the nature of cortical feature maps and sheds light on the driving force behindmap correlations. All of these results have provide more understanding about the organization ofcortical feature maps, and how these maps might be used to achieve consistent motor commandsbased on sensory feedback.
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Chapter 1IntroductionArticial neural network models have become important computational tools in recent years.On the one hand, these models can be used to solve complicated practical problemsthat are dicult for conventional methods. Such problems include optimization problems[Hopeld & Tank, 1985; Ramanujam & Sadayappan, 1988; Angeniol et al., 1988], control prob-lems [Kuperstein, 1988; Bullock et al., 1993; Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1991], pattern reorganizationtasks [Gorman & Sejnowski, 1988; Cun et al., 1989], etc. On the other hand, these models canalso be used to study brain organization and disorders [von der Malsburg, 1973; Linsker, 1986;Pearson et al., 1987; Grajski & Merzenich, 1990; Sutton et al., 1994; Armentrout et al., 1994;Weinrich et al., 1994; Reggia et al., 1996].In this dissertation, a neural network model of motor control will be described, with simulatedmap formation both in sensory and motor cortex. The model approximates the closed-loop structureof mammalian motor control systems while remaining computationally tractable. It is based on asimplied arm that moves in 3D space. The arm has three pairs of antagonist muscles or musclegroups receiving motor control information and providing sensory information. Small portions ofsensory and motor cortex corresponding to this arm are simulated. Training is done by supplyinginitial random stimulation to the motor cortex area and allowing the system to reach a stable statein response to each stimulus. After training, multiple cortical feature maps are measured and theircharacteristics and interrelationship are studied in order to understand more about motor control.There are two motivations for the work described here. First, I wanted to determine whether aclosed-loop, multi-layer motor control system could self-organize to form cortical feature mapsthat represent the characteristics of the simulated arm, and how these cortical features mapscan be used to achieve consistent motor control. Motor control problems have long been ofgreat interest to researchers in engineering, mathematics, computer science, and neuroscience[White & Sofge, 1992; Mel, 1990]. Controlling of arm position in 3D space has been studied in-tensively [Tarn et al., 1991; Gen & Furht, 1990; Nicosia et al., 1989], mainly because of its appli-cation in robotic industries. Many modeling frameworks have been used to tackle this problem:kinematic versus dynamic, linear versus non-linear, feedback versus non-feedback, real-time ver-sus trajectory planning, etc. Although great eorts have been made, this problem has not beensolved satisfactorily with respect to eciency, adaptability, robustness, etc. On the other hand,the problem of arm positioning is obviously solved successfully by mammalian animals, presum-ably based in part upon the feature maps existing in the cerebral cortex, However, the function ofprimary motor cortex (MI) in mammalian animals is currently not well understood. It is generallybelieved that MI makes use of feedback information via aerent sensory pathways to carry out1
motor tasks. In particular, proprioceptive inputs play an important role in the formation of motorcortex outputs. Here proprioceptive inputs refer to sensory inputs from receptors inside muscles ortendons that reports the length and tension of muscles. Visual inputs are of course also importantsensory feedbacks. How this kind of feedback information is processed and used by MI neurons isan important issue in identifying the function of MI. Computational neural network models can betrained to form feature maps used for motor control. Such a study will help us gain insights intothe organization of primary motor cortex, and may generate new concepts and methods for use inautomatic control systems.The second motivation for this work was to investigate how multiple cortical feature mapssimultaneously present in a region of sensorimotor cortex relate to each other. For example, inprimary sensory cortex one can ask how the maps of muscle length (stretch) and muscle tensionoverlap or interrelate. In primary motor cortex, one can ask how both of these sensory maps relateto the motor output maps, and how maps of cortical activation of dierent muscles interact. Inparticular, I examined the following temporal correlation hypothesis: when multiple feature mapsexist in the same region of cortex, features that are temporally correlated will appear in map regionsthat are spatially correlated.The simulation results indicates that this closed loop system is capable of self-organizing duringunsupervised learning. The motor output map appears to possess some properties seen in mam-malian motor cortex, such as a distributed, multifocal representation of individual muscle groups.Thus, although this model is a substantial simplication of the corresponding biological system, itcaptures some fundamental principles underlying map formation in mammalian motor cortex. Also,these cortical feature maps were aligned in a way that reect the mechanical constraints imposedby the model arm. For example, the sensory cortex map of the tension of a particular muscle groupwas found to align with the sensory cortex map of the length (stretch) of its antagonist muscle.In primary motor cortex, the output map of a muscle was found to align with the tension inputmap of the same muscle and the length input map of its antagonist muscle. With the presence ofvisual inputs, some post-training visual inputs maps were partially aligned with some motor outputmaps. Quantitative measurement indicated that the degree of alignment between two maps weremonotonically related to the degree of temporal correlation between two features, thus veried theabove hypothesis. We believe that such correlations are important for cortical motor neurons toconsistently transform sensory input into motor output.In summary, the primary contribution of this research are: Demonstrating that stable cortical feature map will form under unsupervised learning in aclosed loop, multi-layered system. Showing that multiple cortical features maps in sensory and motor cortex align in a wayreecting temporal correlations due to the mechanical constraints of the model arm. Demonstrating that the alignment of visual input maps with motor output maps also reectthe temporal correlation between features during training process. Providing analysis of activation patterns in cortical feature maps and establishing the under-lying principles of correlated and anti-correlated map features.The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, some background about mapformation and motor control model will be given. Chapter 3 describes the structure of the motor2
control model in detail. In Chapters 4 to 6, simulation results in three variations of motor controlmodels are reported. Chapter 4 is about the model with proprioceptive input only. Chapter 5uses visual input only instead of proprioceptive input. Chapter 6 gives the simulation results forthe model with combined proprioceptive and visual input. In Chapter 7, some theoretical analysisconcerning map formation and the interrelationships between map features is done using a simpliedmodel. Chapter 8 summarizes the conclusions of this work and future directions for research.
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Chapter 2BackgroundThis section describes past work on map formation in general, the principles of underlying mapformation, and some previous motor control models using feature maps.2.1 General Information on Self-Organizing MapsWork on self-organizing maps, both in computer science and in computational neuroscience, wasinitially motivated by the observation that such maps are widely observed in mammalian nervoussystems [Peneld & Rasmussen, 1950; Hubel & Wiesel, 1962]. The term maps here refers to theorder-preserving representations in the cortices of mammalian systems of the outside sensory ormotor control space. There are mainly two classes of maps: topographic maps and feature maps(the latter also being called computational maps). The term topographic map refers to the fact thatthe sensory surface or motor control space is represented in cortices in topographic order. The termfeature map means neurons in sensory or motor cortices repond to certain features of the sensoryor motor space.For topographic maps, the similarity of input patterns is measured in terms of geometric prox-imity of the input patterns. Therefore the cortex is a direct reection of the spatial ordering of theoutside world it represents. For example, for primary somatosensory cortex (abbreviated SI), thereis a representation of the skin surface across the cortex [Freeman, 1979]. Every region of the bodysurface has a corresponding area in SI, and adjacent regions of the body generally have adjacentcorresponding areas in SI. For primary motor cortex (called MI), there is a similar topologicallypreserved mapping from muscles of the body to the cortex (Fig. 2.1), although this is combinedwith feature maps at the detailed level, and is more controversial [Donoghue et al., 1992].On the other hand, for feature maps the similarity of input patterns is measured in terms offunctional similarity of input patterns, for any particular function. Primary visual cortex (called VI)is an example of a feature map [Hubel & Wiesel, 1959; Hubel & Wiesel, 1962]. Many neurons inVI respond maximally to input stimuli (such as lines) that have particular orientations. Thereforea transformation is needed to change the information of size and position of input signals intoorientation information. Input patterns with similar orientations, rather than similar location, aresaid to be similar. Many of the details of the mechanisms of this transformation of information inthe brain are still unknown [Hubel & Wiesel, 1962; Weyand et al., 1986; Chapman et al., 1991].4
Figure 2.1: Topographic maps in human somatosensory and motor cortex. Each part of the humanbody is represented by corresponding area in sensory and motor cortex in a topographic preservedfashion. Stimulating a particular body surface area will activate corresponding somatosensorycortex region. And activation of a motor cortex region will cause muscle contraction in the corre-sponding area. (Picture taken from \The Brain", A Scientic American Book), 19792.1.1 Using Maps for Computational PurposesMap formation can be used for computational purposes. Von der Malsburg did some of therst work on simulating map formation [von der Malsburg, 1973]. Kohonen proposed a computa-tional model which can be used for feature map map formation [Kohonen, 1982; Kohonen, 1995].Although it is biologically unrealistic, it serves as a way to organize information.In Kohonen's model, there is a network consisting of a simple input layer and a simple outputlayer, which are fully connected. Usually both layers are two-dimensional. The input layer receivesinput patterns, which are viewed as being ordered according to some denition. The output layerhas lateral connections and is ordered naturally by means of the relationship of neighboring nodes.The purpose of these lateral connections is to insure that similar input patterns will generate similarresponses in the output layer. For this to occur, a measurement of similarity of input patterns mustbe dened. Usually, the similarity of input patterns, which are represented as vectors, is measuredby the inner product [Kohonen, 1989].The activation rule of Kohonen's model is based on the inner product of an input pattern andthe incoming weight vector: ai = Pnj=1 wijinj . Here ai is the activation of output node i, wij isthe weight connecting input node j and the output node i, inj is the j 0th component of the input5
pattern. According to the activation rule, the node in the output layer which has an incomingweight vector most similar to the input pattern tends to get the highest activation (although somenormalization procedures may result in distortion [Sutton & Reggia, 1994]). The learning rule issuch that when a node matches an input pattern, its incoming weight vector is adjusted to be moresimilar to the input pattern, so that next time that same input pattern occurs this node is morelikely to respond. For the winning node c (i.e., the most highly activated node), its learning ruleis: wcj = (inj   wcj) for all j = 1:::n. Here  is a constant controlling learning speed.Besides the winning node c, its neighboring nodes are also allowed to learn from this inputpattern, so that neighboring nodes will develop similar weight vectors as node c, and therefore havesimilar responses to input patterns. The neighborhood is dened to be the region within whichnodes can send activation to each other via excitatory lateral connections. The neighboring nodesuse the same learning rule as node c. In Kohonen's model, the initial size of the neighborhood isdened to be the entire output layer. Therefore all the incoming weight vectors are adjusted tobecome similar and the map is conceptually compressed in the center of the region. By graduallydecreasing the neighborhood region, the output map can be expanded smoothly. Kohonen's modelcan be used to represent information in an ecient way so that similar input information willactivate nodes adjacent each other. This simple map can also be used to represent information atdierent abstract levels.Kohonen's model on map formation has been used in many computational applications. Someexamples: to develop a speech recognition device that can recognize a large vocabulary of isolatedwords by their trajectories across a phonetic map surface [Kohonen, 1987], to solve optimizationproblems such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP) [Angeniol et al., 1988], and for the motorcontrol problem described above [Kuperstein, 1988; Ritter et al., 1989; Walter & Schulten, 1993].2.1.2 Biological Modeling Using MapsComputational models of map formation not only can be useful computational tools, theyalso can be used to simulate biological systems. One example is von der Malsburg's computa-tional model in simulating the orientation activated neurons in mammalian primary visual cor-tex [von der Malsburg, 1973]. The occurrence of orientation sensitive cells in the primary visualcortex makes it dierent from other area in cortex. The mechanism underlying such an organi-zation has been investigated by many scientists since their discovery[Hubel & Wiesel, 1963]. Vonder Malsburg described the rst computational model of primary visual cortex showing the self-organization of orientation sensitive cells via learning [von der Malsburg, 1973]. Other models ofvisual cortex, such as those modeling the ocular dominance columns in VI, have also been developed[Miller et al., 1989; Tanaka, 1991]. These models used both mathematical analysis and computersimulations to analyze conditions under which the ocular dominance columns occur, and to explainthe resultant ocular dominance columns patterns.In Kohonen's model as described above, the winning node is picked globally, and the neigh-borhood size changes dramatically during the training process. Moreover, the input layer is fullyconnected to the output layer. All of these characteristics are biologically implausible. Thus, inmany biological modeling applications, researchers have adopted dierent architectures. Thesemodels usually have limited connections between input and output layers and restricted areas oflateral connections. One of these models was motivated by the observation of feature map forma-tion in the mammalian primary visual cortex before any visual experiences [Linsker, 1986]. This6
model is a multi-layer feed forward network, with overlapped forward projections and limited lateralconnectivities. Linsker demonstrated that, with a simple Hebb-type learning rule, a network canself-organize to form orientation selective columns based on purely random activation at the inputlayer. This is dierent from the models previously discussed in this section, which use co-relatedactivation patterns as inputs. It means that the necessary connections and some of the underlyingupdating principles, instead of the feature inputs, are sucient to account for the map formationin the cortex.Pearson et al. proposed a model of topographic map formation that avoided many of the limi-tations of Kohonen's model [Pearson et al., 1987]. In this model, each input node was connected toits corresponding node in the output layer and its surrounding nodes, forming a coarse topographicmap at the beginning of training; the receptive elds of the output nodes overlapped extensively.The nodes in the output layer had local internal connections. The training was done by supplyingpatched activation patterns in the input layer. During training, this coarse topographic map wasrened and the receptive elds became smaller and more concentrated. This model is biologicallyplausible not only in the sense of local interactions of neurons, but also in that it shows eectivereorganization after a change in input patterns.Grajski and Merzenich proposed another model simulating map formation in somatosensorycortex [Grajski & Merzenich, 1990]. This model is similar to Pearson's model in term of connec-tivity and the training method, except an intermediate layer was added to the network to simulatesubcortical neurons. This layer is used to increase the area of projection from the input layer to thecortical layer and to allow the subcortical layer to dynamically aect the cortical inputs. Grajski'smodel has shown renement of the initially coarse topographic map during training as well as themap reorganization due to repetitive stimulation and lesioning. This model is an improvementwhen compared with Pearson's model in that it maintains the inverse magnication rule duringmap reorganization,1 and is therefore more plausible in simulating map formation in mammaliancortex.A model using competitive distribution of activation to simulate topographic map formationin somatosensory cortex (refered to as the SI model in subsequent discussion) has also been devel-oped. The structure of this model is quite similar to the one used in [Pearson et al., 1987]. In theSI model, each input node is connected to its corresponding output node and that node's neighborswithin a certain distance, forming an initial coarse topographic map from the input layer to outputlayer. The coarse topographic map at the beginning can be regarded as genetically predetermined.The training pattern is a hexagonal activation patch of radius of one or two, uniformly distributedover the entire input layer. It has been shown that, after training, the coarse topographic map be-comes rened. The receptive elds become more regular; and the incoming weight vectors becomesGaussian shape in distribution [Sutton et al., 1994; Armentrout et al., 1994].The competitive distribution of activation can also be used in models forming feature maps.One such models has a structure similar to von der Malsburg's model, and is trained with the sameset of input patterns [Weinrich et al., 1994]. The training of this model produced results similarto those in von der Malsburg's model, such as formation of clusters, and decrease of nodes tunedto multiple orientations. The only dierence observed was that the competitive activation modelproduced smaller, more activated clusters than von der Malsburg's model.1The inverse magnication rule, which is observed in biological experiments [Jenkins et al., 1990], states that thereis an inverse relationship between cortical magnication and receptive eld size.7
Models using competitive distribution of activation have demonstrated the ability to reorga-nize after focal map damage. It has been shown that the above SI model exhibits spontaneousmap reorganization in response to a cortical lesion [Sutton et al., 1994], unlike some earlier models[Grajski & Merzenich, 1990]. The model exhibits a two-phase reorganization process. Immediatelyafter the lesion, the receptive elds of cortical nodes adjoining the lesioned area shift towards thelesioned area. This shift is caused by the dynamic redistribution of activation due to the competi-tive distribution of activation. After continued training following a lesion, more of the nger regioninitially represented by the lesioned region is now represented by nodes in the surrounding region.This second-phase change is caused by the shift of weight vectors and is triggered by the rst-phaseof map reorganization [Sutton et al., 1994].2.2 Cortical Lateral InhibitionA stimulus to cortex via sensory pathways has the characteristics of an excitatory area sur-rounded by an inhibitory region. This phenomenon can be observed in somatosensory cortex aswell as visual cortex [Mountcastle, 1978]. It also can be produced by direct activation of a smallregion in neocortex [Hess et al., 1975; Gilbert, 1985]. The activation pattern in the primate cortexis as follows: A central excitatory region with radius of 50 to 100 m. An inhibitory region surrounding the central excitatory region reaching up to a radius of 200to 500 m.A weaker excitatory region surrounding the inhibitory penumbra reaching up to a radius of severalcentimeters may also be observed. This activation pattern is usually refered to as a \MexicanHat" pattern (Fig. 2.2). This phenomenon is usually attributed to the lateral interactions betweencortical neurons.In the traditional view, the inhibitory part of the \Mexican Hat" activation pattern is at-tributed to direct lateral inhibitory synaptic connections. According to this view, when a corticalsite is activated, it suppresses activation of nearby cortex because of its direct or indirect lateralinhibitory synaptic connections to nearby cortex (Fig. 2.3). Accordingly, most past computationalmodels of map formation have used this kind of mechanism to produce central excitatory, peristim-ulus inhibitory activation pattern [Kohonen, 1989; Pearson et al., 1987; von der Malsburg, 1973].However, the circuitry in neocortex is poorly understood at present. Some of the observations aredicult to reconcile with the inhibitory lateral connection scheme. For example, most inhibitorylinks in cortex are vertical or intracolumnal rather than lateral. The lateral inhibitory connectionsare sparse and appear to be mismatched to the distribution of peristimulus inhibition. Such factshave led to the investigation of alternative mechanisms underlying the \Mexican Hat" activationpattern, such as competitive distribution of activation [Reggia et al., 1992].Models using competitive distribution of activation have been shown to be quite useful inmodeling neurophysiological phenomena. Competitive distribution of activation has been success-fully used for feature map formation as well as topographic map formation [Sutton et al., 1994;Armentrout et al., 1994; Cho & Reggia, 1994; Weinrich et al., 1994]. These models provide forperistimulus inhibition without lateral inhibitory connections. The main idea of competitive dis-tribution of activation is that the spread of activation is based on not only the connection strength8
Figure 2.2: \Mexican Hat" like activation pattern: the two dimensional x-y plane represents theextension of cortical surface, the height (z axis) represents the level of activation.to the destination neurons, but also the activation level of those destination neurons. Destinationneurons with higher activation levels tend to receive more activation than the ones with lower ac-tivation levels. Therefore, populations of neurons (e.g., cortical columns) with dierent activationstend to \compete" for activation. Formally, this mechanism is implemented using a formula suchas: outji(t) = aj(t)wjiPk ak(t)wki  ai(t) (2.1)where outji(t) is the activation that node j receives from node i, and k ranges over all the nodesto which node i sends activation (Fig. 2.4). In this formula, the activation that node j receivesfrom node i is decided not only by the connection strength wji, but also by the activation of nodej as well as other nodes to which node i send connections. If node j has a higher activation levelthan node k, then it tends to gain more input from node i. Since total activation from node i isxed at time t, other nodes k will receive less input activation from node j. This kind of inhibitionis sometimes called virtual inhibition. Competitive activation was used in several of the models ofmap formation described above, and generally has produced results that are qualitatively the sameas lateral inhibitory links when simulating map formation.9
Inhibitory Connection
Excitatory ConnectionFigure 2.3: A schematic diagram of lateral connections to produce central excitatory, peristimulusinhibitory activation patterns. Other implementation may have the same eect.2.3 Feature Maps for Motor ControlIn this section, some past computational models of motor control using feature maps are dis-cussed. First, a class of models of motor control developed by others using visual input informationis described. Second, a feature map model of proprioceptive sensory aerents developed at theUniversity of Maryland is introduced. This latter model, the rst computational model of proprio-ceptive cortex2, is the starting point for my eorts to develop a motor control model incorporatingproprioceptive sensory information.2.3.1 Modeling of Motor Cortex: Visuo-motor-coordinationSeveral computational models of motor cortex have focused on feature map formation forvisuo-motor coordination [Kuperstein, 1988; Walter & Schulten, 1993; Ritter et al., 1989], mainlybecause of its application potential in industrial robotics. Visual input is typically fed to a singlelayer network which directly produces motor output. The motor output directs the movement of arobot arm and thus changes visual input. Through training, visuo-motor coordination is achieved.Other motor control models which invoke a more complex architecture or more biologically plausibleingredients were also proposed [Mel, 1988; Mel, 1990; Burnod et al., 1992].Ritter et al. proposed an algorithm of visuo-motor coordination to control a robotic arm[Ritter et al., 1989]. In this model, visual input is obtained from two cameras. The input patternis two pairs of coordinates, reecting the hand position observed by the cameras. The output iscomposed of joint angles and other relevant elements. Between the input layer and output layer,there is a neural network layer, connected like the one in Kohonen's model, doing the information2As noted earlier, proprioception refers to sensory input concerning muscle tension, muscle length, joint position,etc. 10
i
kjFigure 2.4: Competitive activation mechanism: node i sends activation to nodes j and other nodesk (maybe more than one). The distribution of activation is based not only on the weight fromnodes i to nodes j and k, but also on the activation level of nodes j and nodes k.processing. For each node in this layer, there is an incoming weight vector from the input layer,and an outgoing weight vector to the output layer. The incoming vector is adjusted towards theinput pattern. The outgoing vector is adjusted towards an estimated position generated fromthe movement error viewed by two cameras. The learning algorithm is thus called an \extendedself-organizing feature map algorithm". This algorithm is similar to the Kohonon's \self-organizingfeature map algorithm", except that, instead of only winner node updates weights, the learning rulein this model is set such that in each learning step, every node learns to adjust its incoming weightvector toward the input pattern, but the winning node learns most, and increasingly distant nodeslearn progressively less. The model is trained to learn arm kinematics by nding the appropriatejoint angles for each target location, and to learn arm dynamics by generating appropriate jointtorques necessary to accelerate the end eector of the robot arm from a given position to a speciedvelocity. It was shown that both arm kinematics and arm dynamics can be learned in this model.Walter and Schulten reported the implementation of two learning algorithms for visuo-motorcontrol of an industrial robot (PUMA 562) [Walter & Schulten, 1993]. Their system also has twocameras providing visual information to the neural network, and a multi-joint arm controlled bythe output commands of the neural network. The task learned by the robot is to position its endeector at certain positions in the space. The rst learning algorithm they used is the \extendedself-organizing feature map algorithm", described above. The second algorithm, the \neural gas"algorithm [Martinetz & Schulten, 1991], is similar to the rst in the sense that all the nodes areallowed to learn for each learning step, with dierent amounts. However, in the \neural gas"algorithm, the network layer has no topologic relations. There are no lateral connections in thislayer. The degree of neighborhood is not dened by the geometric distance, but dynamically bythe similarity of the incoming weight vectors to the input vectors. The node with incoming weightvector most similar to the input vector will learn most. Other nodes learn less, based on theirranks in the ordered sequence of similarity, with an exponentially decreased amount of adjustment.The \neural gas" algorithm denes the neighborhood relationship dynamically. Thus it allows amore exible topology, especially when the spatial relationship is unknown or inhomogeneous. Ithas been shown that both algorithms can be used in visuo-motor control of an industrial robot[Walter & Schulten, 1993], and that a topology preserving map forms after training. With only11
3000 learning steps, the system is able to position its end eector with a precision of 0.1% of thelinear dimension of work space.Kuperstein proposed another model using a self-organized neural network to achieve hand-eyecoordination [Kuperstein, 1988]. The task performed is to position a simulated robot arm at acertain location in space, and with a certain orientation. This model is more complicated than thepreviously discussed models doing similar tasks. The robot not only has camera-like eyes providingvisual input, but also can adjust the orientation of the eyes with dierent tensions of eye muscles.Therefore, in order to obtain a correct assessment of spatial locations, the visual information as wellas the activations of eye muscles are necessary inputs to the network. The training of the networkis as follows. Self-produced motor signals are rst generated to move the arm to certain locations inspace. The images captured by the two \eyes" are combined to produce visual maps. The muscleactivations of the two \eyes" are also combined to produce gaze maps. The visual maps and gazemaps are then combined to compute the necessary motor signal. These computered motor signalsare then compared with the initially generated motor signals. The learning rule is set such that thedierences between the initially random motor signals and the computed motor signals from thevisual feedback information are minimized. Computer simulations showed that, after training, themodel is capable of performing the task with an average position error of 4% of the arm's lengthand with an average orientation error of 4.Another motor control system which involves multiple sensory and motor control layers wasproposed and implemented by Mel [Mel, 1988; Mel, 1990]. This system, called robot Murphy, wasdesigned to control a robot arm to grab an object in a 2D plane, with a visual input providedby a color video camera. The control part of Murphy consists of four layers of neuron-like units:visual-eld population, hand-velocity population, joint-angle population and joint-velocity popula-tion. The video camera provides Murphy with visual information (hand positions, target positions,obstacles etc.) and hand-velocity information. The joint-angle and joint-velocity layers were usedto control the motors in the robot arm joints. All four layers were initially coarse coded, withGaussian shape receptive and/or projective elds. A learning algorithm, Sigma-Pi learning, wasused to avoid introducing non-linear intermediate units. Murphy was trained to learn both for-ward kinematics from the joint-angle layer to visual-eld layer and the inverse kinematics fromhand-velocity layer to joint-velocity layer. The redundant control dimensions of robot arm enableMurphy to plan multiple routes to a target and could successfully perform target reaching taskswhile avoiding obstacles.The above motor control models have emphasized reaching tasks, although some biologicalstructures were borrowed to achieve this goal. On the other hand, recent developments in neuro-physiology have motivated the building of computational models that can be used to explain bio-logical results. One recent discovery about the motor cortex is its use of directional tuned neuronsand population coding [Georgopoulos et al., 1986]. Some computational models using directionallytuned units to achieve motor control tasks have also been developed [Burnod et al., 1992]. Thesemodels emphasize the role that directionally tuned neurons play in the motor cortex, althoughmotor control tasks can also be performed. In [Burnod et al., 1992], a motor control model wasdescribed. This model combines visual and somatic inputs in the sensory cortex layer and gen-erates motor commands in the motor cortex layer. In this model, each processing unit in a layercorresponds to a cortical column rather than to an individual neuron. Each layer can be furtherdivided into sublayers. In the input layer, visual and somatic input is received in dierent sublayers.Simple Hebbian learning was applied for both intralayer and interlayer connection learning, while12




Proprioceptive Cortex in SI (Area 3a)
Figure 2.5: Network architecture: the input layer has 12 nodes representing lengths and tensionsof 6 muscles; The cortical layer has 400 nodes with lateral connection of radius 1. The input layerand the cortical layer are fully connected.input layer to cortical layer were initialized randomly, forming a poorly dened map. Studies havefocused on examing map formation in PI after being trained with proprioceptive input based onthe random movement of the arm [Cho & Reggia, 1994]. The training procedure in each learningcycle is: generate six random values representing muscle activations to set the arm position; compute the proprioceptive input based on the arm position; send activation from sensory neurons to the cortical layer; and train the network connections from proprioceptive input layer to cortical layer, using com-petitive learning method.After training, the following results were obtained: Most proprioceptive cortex nodes were tuned to the length or tension of a particular muscle.Nodes tuned to the same muscle length or tension tended to group together to form clusters.The size of clusters became more uniformed after training. Moreover, the group of nodestuned to the lengths of antagonist muscles tended to push apart from each other, reectingthe mechanical constraints imposed by the movement of the arm (antagonist muscles can notbe stretched simultaneously, and thus only one tends to be active at any time). Among the nodes which were tuned to multiple inputs, the number of nodes which were tunedto implausible input pairs decreased to zero and the number of nodes tuned to plausible inputpairs increased signicantly as the result of training.14
 A spatial map of hand positions was also formed.The above results show that, after training, feature maps formed in proprioceptive cortex layer.These maps catched some characteristics of the model arm implicitly contained in the input pat-terns. Varying model details resulted in variations of map details in predictable ways.This proprioceptive model provided us with an initial understanding of proprioceptive featuremaps, and thus it represents preliminary work for the research described in this dissertation. How-ever, the PI model is limited in the sense that it has no motor cortex involved. Therefore, all themotor output (or muscle activation) is hypothetical or articial. Also it does not have a closed-looparchitecture in which the sensory feedback could alter motor output. The PI model did providea starting point from which to build a more complicated and biologically plausible motor controlmodel.
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Lower Motor  Neurons
Primary Motor Cortex Proprioceptive Cortex in SI(Area 3a)
PI 
Fully ConnectedFully ConnectedFigure 3.4: Network architecture of the motor control model: twelve proprioceptive receptor ele-ments form the proprioceptive input layer and are fully connected to the PI layer. The propriocep-tive cortex layer PI and primary motor cortex layer MI are two dimensional arrays of elements withlateral connections. The projection from PI to MI is partial, with a coarse topographic ordering.Each MI element is connected to the six lower motor neuron elements. The transformation ofactivity in lower motor neurons to proprioceptive input is done by a simulated arm represented byEquations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.6 and 3.7.motor cortex layer and lower motor neurons layer. Each element represents a group of neuronswith the same functionality. In a cortical layer, each element is analogous to a cortical column.There are six elements in the lower motor neurons layer, representing average activation of eachof six muscles that controls upper and lower arm. The proprioceptive input layer consists oftwelve elements, with six of them representing the length information of the six muscles, whilethe other six elements representing the tension information. The activation in the proprioceptiveinput layer is not governed by any activation rule, but by the muscle's geometric conguration(deciding muscles' length) and the activation of lower motor neurons (deciding muscles' tension).According to Equations 3.2, 3.3, 3.6 and 3.7, once the activation of a pair of muscles is decided,the corresponding length and tension information is uniquely determined.The proprioceptive cortex layer (PI layer) contains 400 elements forming a 20 by 20 two-dimensional, hexagonally tessellated layer, with each element connected to its six neighboringelements. To avoid edge eects, elements on the edges are connected with elements on the op-posite edges, forming a torus. These lateral connections are important in formating central ex-citatory, peristimulus inhibitory activation patterns. The proprioceptive input layer is fully con-nected to the PI layer. The motor cortex layer (MI layer) has the same size and structure asthe PI layer. The PI layer is partially connected to the MI layer, with a coarse topographic or-dering. That is, each element in PI is connected to its corresponding element in MI and thesurrounding MI elements within a radius of four. This coarse topographic pattern of connectiv-ity is motivated by previous experimental studies that have demonstrated topographic ordering20
of excitatory connections from primary sensory cortex to MI [Asanuma, 1989; Jones et al., 1978;Porter et al., 1990; Yumiya & Ghez, 1984]. Also some previous studies in our research group indi-cated that the initial coarse topographic ordering could be rened during training under certainconditions [Reggia et al., 1992; Sutton et al., 1994]. From a computation point of view, such partialconnections, as opposed to full connections between other layers, have greatly reduced the numberof connections and make this model computationally tractable.The lower motor neuron layer contains six elements representing the activation sent to the sixmuscle groups from MI. The MI layer is fully connected to the lower motor neuron layer. Weights onall of these interlayer connections are initially random. The transformation of muscle activation intoproprioceptive information by the simulated arm eectively connects the lower motor neuron layerand proprioceptive input layer, and completes the closed loop system. In such a closed loop system,the activation of any layer will spreads into subsequent layers and in this fashion inuences itself.For instance, the activity of elements in the MI layer spreads to lower motor neurons, positionsthe arm, activates proprioceptive inputs, activates the PI layer, and thus ultimately changes theactivation pattern in the MI layer.In this network structure, the proprioceptive input layer and the lower motor neuron layer aregreatly simplied, with each element representing a certain kind of information of an entire muscle.On the other hand, the cortical layers (both PI and MI) have many more representing elementsand have a two dimensional structures. Since the purpose of this motor control model is to studythe formation of cortical feature maps and their interrelationships, cortical network layers must berepresented in enough detail for such purpose, while the input and output layers can be simpliedto provide only the necessary biologically plausible information.3.3 Activation and Learning RulesThe methods used in this network are competitive distribution of activation along with compet-itive learning. As illustrated in the previously, the competitive distribution of activation has someadvantages in forming the central-excitation, peristimulus-inhibition responses (Mexican Hat re-sponse) that support map formation. Competitive learning is a widely-used unsupervised learningmethod.The specic activation rule used is:dak(t)dt = csak(t) + (max  ak(t))(ink(t) + extk(t)) (3.8)where ink(t) =Xj outkj(t) =Xj cp (apk(t) + q)wkjPl(apl (t) + q)wlj aj(t): (3.9)Here cs is the decay or self-inhibition constant indicating how fast the activation decays, and maxis the ceiling value of activation. Constant cp is the output gain constant, determining the fractionof activation to be output. Both parameters p and q can inuence the degree of competition. Thelarger p is or the smaller q is, the more competitive the model. The value extk(t) is the externalactivation received by element k. This activation rule applies to the elements in the PI, MI, andthe lower motor neuron layer. The activation in the proprioceptive input layer is not governed bythis rule but by the arm mechanisms explained above.21
The competitive learning rule used in this model is:wkj = [aj   wkj ]ak (3.10)where ak = ( ak    if ak > 0 otherwise (3.11)and where  is a small learning constant. Only the weights from the arm layer to the PI layer arechanged by Eq. 3.10; the cortico-cortical connections are constant. The value  is the thresholdand remains xed throughout training. It ensures that only nodes with enough activation learn.This learning rule applys to all interlayer connections. Those intralayer connections in each corticallayers remain constant through out training process.3.4 Experimental MethodsThe experiments done with this model are divided into two parts. The rst part involves thetraining process. Initially, all of the weights in the inter-layer connections were random, so theinitial maps were poorly organized. Although the closed-loop has formed after the network wasestablished, there was no activation in any network layer. The training starts by providing someexternal activation at some point of closed-loop network, so that this activation will circulate aroundthe network structure to exhibit dynamics and exibility of the model. The second part of eachexperiment involves measurement. After training is nished, the corresponding cortical featuremaps are measured in certain ways in order to study the eect of training.Training was done by stimulating the MI layer, i.e., by providing activation patches at randomlyselected positions in MI. The system was driven by this initial stimulation and the subsequentactivation was determined by the activation rule and feedback information via the closed loopsystem. Without clamping any element's activation value, the system was able to get sucientfeedback information and no external inuence (except the initial stimulation) was exerted onany layer in the system. The feedback information was able to inuence the motor output, andeventually changed the feedback. Such a closed-loop of information (or activation) ow continueduntil the system achieved stablized activation levels in all of the layers, at which point the sensoryfeedback was fully consistent with motor output. Learning was conducted in an unsupervisedfashion after such a stablized situation is achieved. The learning rule was applied to all weightsof interlayer connections at the same time. This training process continued until well-organizedcortical feature maps formed.This training method is motivated by the presumed experiences of an infant exploring spacewithout visual guide. An infant may initiate random activation patterns in motor cortex that resultin arm movement. By associating feedback information received from the proprioceptive pathwayand the motor commands issued, the cortex is able to self-organize. In this model, the initialstimulation to the MI layer represents input to MI from other, non-modeled brain areas. Sincelittle is known about how other cortical areas issue motor commands to MI, a patch of activationwas applied on dierent randomly selected positions in this model to simulate random movementcommands received by MI.More specically, the training procedure was as follows: Step 1: Establish the network, forming a four layer, closed-loop system.22
 Step 2: Randomly initialize connection weights for all inter-layer connections between 0.1 and1.0. Step 3: Apply a patch of activation (radius 1, level 0.03) at a randomly selected position inthe MI layer. This patch of activation is retained throughout the learning cycle as externalinput extk(t), as indicated in Equation 3.8. The supplied input activation is combined withfeedback activation from PI to jointly determine the activation in the MI layer. Step 4: Propagate the activation in MI to the lower motor neuron layer, using competitivedistribution of activations, illustrated by Equations 3.8 and 3.9. Step 5: Compute the resultant joint angles, muscle length and muscle tension values of themodel arm according to the transformation mechanisms described in the Equations 3.2, 3.3,3.6 and 3.7; then use muscle length and tension values as activation values for elements inthe proprioceptive input layer. Step 6: Propagate the proprioceptive input layer activation to and within the PI layer, usingEquations 3.8 and 3.9. Step 7: Propagate the activation in PI to the MI layer and within the MI layer, using sameactivation rules. Step 8: Repeat Steps 4 through 7 for multiple iterations until the activation levels in eachlayer stablize. Stablization is determined to be a preset number of iterations (120) which wasdecided empirically by tracing the activation value for more iterations. Step 9: Use unsupervised learning to train the inter-layered connections (Eq. 3.10). Step 10: Repeat Steps 3 through 9, applying initial patch activation stimulation at dierentpositions in MI, for a preset number of stimuli.The convergence of training is determined in two ways. One way is to continue to train thenetworks for more learning cycles, to see whether further training causes qualitatively dierentmaps. Usually, after a certain number of learning cycles, the maps that have formed in corticallayer exhibit certain characteristics and relationships. Further training could continue to generategraduately changed cortical feature maps, due to the randomness in the training, but all of thecharacteristics and their inter-relationships still remain unchanged. In this case, as is often donewith models of this sort, the training process was considered completed. Another way to decidewhether training has completed or not is to examine the input-output consistency of the system.This is done by stimulating (also clamping) the elements in the lower motor neuron layer one byone, and recording the corresponding activation pattern in MI. Then, these activation patterns arecompared to the MI outgoing weights to the corresponding elements in the lower motor neuronlayer. If they match well, then the system would be self-consistent. From a computational point ofview, this kind of consistency indicates the convergence of training. A property of the unsupervisedlearning rule we used is that incoming weights will always shift to approximate the input activationpatterns that activate a cortical element. Since the MI outgoing weights, which are the incomingweights of the lower motor neuron layer, matched well with the MI activations, the weights shouldno longer shift as long as the nature of input patterns does not change, and training has essentially23
completed. If the system is not self-consistent, the weights would keep following the activationpatterns, and qualitatively dierent cortical maps could still be generated.After training is complete, the trained network is examined to see whether cortical feature mapshave formed. The measuring of cortical feature maps are very similar to those in biological exper-iments. There are two kind of cortical feature maps for any cortical layer: input maps and outputmaps. For sensory input maps, we measured the cortical activities when certain sensory featuresare turned on. For example, to measure the input feature maps in PI with respect to propriocep-tive inputs, one of the twelve elements in the proprioceptive input layer was tuned on, with theother eleven elements turned o, forming an activation pattern of the form (0; 0; :::; P; :::; 0). Thisactivation pattern was held steady (or clamped) while activation was propagated to the PI layer.The activation pattern in the PI layer was recorded after it stablized. Such measurements wereconducted for each of the twelve proprioceptive input features, all of whose corresponding activa-tion patterns in PI were recorded for later analysis. For motor output maps, biological experimentsusually involve stimulating certain locations in MI and measuring contractions of muscles either bymovement perception or by EMG (electromyogram) [Donoghue et al., 1992]. Similarly, the motoroutput maps in this computational model were measured by activating cortical elements, one at atime, and measuring the activation patterns in the lower motor neurons.In this chapter, the motor control model was described in some details, as were experimentmethods. The description has been focused on the common part of the model relevant to all ofthe work that follows. Since there are dierent variations of this model, it is inevitable that somedierent aspects of the model will be described in subsequent chapters. In Chapter 4, the motorcontrol model with proprioceptive input alone will be described. This is the basic model, and itsnetwork structure is already described in this chapter. Chapter 4 will only add a more detaileddescriptions that is not covered in this chapter and devote a major part to reporting simulationresults. Chapter 5 will describe a variation of the motor control model with visual inputs only.Chapter 6 will describe the model with combined proprioceptive and visual inputs.
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Chapter 4Motor Control Model with Proprioceptive Input OnlyThe motor control model described in this chapter is the basic model, described in Chapter 3, thatuses only proprioceptive inputs as sensory feedback to form a closed-loop system. This chapter willgive specic parameter setting, simulation results, and the insights gained from these simulations.4.1 The Model and ParametersThe network architecture, activation rule, and learning method in the version of the motorcontrol model studied in this chapter have all been described in Chapter 3. The specic parametervalues used in Equations 3.8-3.11 of the model in producing the results described in the next sectionare summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The learning threshold, , is 0 except  = 0:32 from MI tolower motor neuron layer. Selection of some parameters was motivated by our previous experienceswith cortical modeling [Sutton et al., 1994; Cho & Reggia, 1994]. Other parameters were obtainedempirically in preliminary simulations so that three things were true: (1) the activation valuesof elements in each layer fell within reasonable ranges; (2) intracortical inhibition was sucientfor distinct features to emerge when maps were formed; and (3) a reasonable learning speed wasachieved. For example, the relatively large value of q between the proprioceptive inputs and PI, andthe large value of p between MI and lower motor neurons, allowed the input stimuli to MI to morequickly inuence neurons immediately \downstream" in the closed-loop and more slowly inuencemore distant neurons in PI. This was found empirically to lead to much better map formation.Other parameters, such as cs, M and cp, were set appropriately so that the activation level ofelements was mostly between 0 and 1.Although simulation results reported in next section are based on only one set of parameters,qualitatively similar results may be obtained from a variety of parameters values. In general, asmall variation of any of the parameters will produce qualitatively similar results. For example,I found that using all zero learning thresholds gave similar results. More extreme variations ofparameters may yield dierent maps, but maps generated by these variations may still preservethe general properties presented in this paper. For example, the lateral connectivity radius incortical layers was increased from 1 to 2 or more. While this resulted in larger activation clusters inthe cortical layer, the qualitative results presented in the next section still hold. Parameters usedhere are among those giving the best results we observed, but there is no guarantee that they areoptimal. In general, the simulation results reported here are robust.After training, the maps in dierent cortical layers were examined. These maps included the MIinput and output maps, and the PI input and output maps. The measuring of maps was analogous25
Parameters PI layer MI layer Motor Neuronscs -4.0 -2.0 -2.0M 5.0 3.0 1.0Table 4.1: Parameters used in activation update rule.Parameters Arm to PI PI to PI PI to MI MI to MI MI to Motorq 0.1 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001p 1 1 1 1 2cp 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.05 0.2 NA 0.2 NA 0.1Table 4.2: Parameters used in activation dispersal rule and learning rule.to methods used in biological experiments. Generally, the input maps are measured by supplyingdierent input stimuli and recording the cortical activations; the output maps are measured bystimulating cortical elements and recording the activations in the lower motor neuron layer. Foreach kind of map, there are two slightly dierent ways of showing it. One way is to represent anelement with the kind of stimulus to which its response is the strongest. The second way is to showan element with all features that it responds to strongly (above a certain threshold). The rstway emphasizes the most prominent feature, while the second way emphasizes multiple prominentfeatures. The nature of a map is more clearly illustrated by using both kinds of map.Length (tension) MuscleE (e) upper arm ExtensorF (f) upper arm FlexorB (b) upper arm aBductorD (d) upper arm aDductorO (o) lower arm extensor or OpenerC (c) lower arm exor or CloserTable 4.3: Labeling of muscle length and tension in illustrations.4.2 ResultsTo illustrate the simulation results, the resultant input and output maps are illustrated, andthen a comparison between input and output maps is given. The cortical elements that are tunedto multiple sensory features or control multiple muscles are also studied. The symbols used torepresent map features are given in Table 4.3. For input maps, capital letters indicate corticalelements active when the corresponding muscle is stretched (increased length), while lower caseletters indicate elements activated by increased tension in the corresponding muscle. For the outputmap, only capital letters are used to represent muscle contraction/activation.26
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erent activation patternsto the proprioceptive input layer, in each of which the activation of one of the 12 proprioceptiveelements was non-zero, while for all the other elements it was zero. This is analogous to stimulatingproprioceptive receptors from a single muscle group and measuring the resulting cortical activities.In this experiment, the input maps in both PI and MI layer were characterized.Fig. 4.1 shows the PI input map, before (left) and after (right) training, using the symbols inTable 4.3. Each symbol in the map represents the feature to which the element in the correspondinglocation is most sensitive (i.e., the largest activation value above threshold). Those elements thatresponded below threshold to all inputs are represented as '-'. For example, the element in theupper left corner of the PI layer was not tuned above threshold to any specic muscle length ortension before training, but was tuned to upper arm adductor length (D) after training.The map shown in Fig. 4.1 is dicult to understand. Fig. 4.2 shows the same PI input mapin another way, illustrating only one type of elements that are tuned suciently strongly to acertain feature. Here Fig. 4.2 shows elements tuned suciently strongly to the length of the upperarm extensor (Fig. 4.2 (a) and (b)) and exor (Fig. 4.2 (c) and (d)). Because this kind of guregives a better indication of the distribution of the responding elements, it is used in the following,as long as there is no qualitative dierence between dierent muscles. From Fig. 4.2, it is clearthat after training, elements tuned to the same proprioceptive feature formed clusters that are27
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exor (F) before(left) and after (right) training (threshold=0.4).28
generally uniform in size and shape, and had centers arranged in a regular distribution. The mapscorresponding to other proprioceptive features showed similar qualities (See Appendix A.1.1 for acomplete list of maps of all muscles). This kind of regularity indicates that a map has organized inthe model PI layer with respect to proprioceptive features. The details of this map vary somewhatdepending on the exact display threshold used (0:4 here), but the basic results remain the same.In addition, detailed study of the PI map in isolation show that although variation in intracorticallateral connection radius, intensity of lateral inhibition, and overall network size aect map details,the same qualitative results still hold [Cho et al., 1994].Figure 4.3 shows both the length and tension maps in the PI layer after training. By comparingthese maps in the proprioceptive cortex layer, one can see that the length map of a particular musclematches well with the tension map of its antagonist muscle. For example, the length map of theupper arm extensor matches the tension map of the upper arm exor (Fig. 4.3 (a) and (d)), and thelength map of the upper arm exor matches the tension map of the upper arm extensor (Fig. 4.3(b) and (c)). This type of relationship between length and tension maps is a result of training, i.e.,it is not present prior to training. Since the activation of one muscle (increased tension) causes itto contract, thus stretching its antagonist muscle (increased length), there is a correlation betweenone muscle's tension and its antagonist's length in each input pattern. The maps capture thetemporally correlated features of input patterns, reecting the mechanical constraints imposed bythe model arm.The above paragraph described the relationship between dierent input feature maps. Thealignment of feature maps is measured by visual comparison. There is another, more objective wayto measure map alignment. Here we call it a similarity measuring method, as it quantitativelymeasures the similarity of two maps. With this method, the similarity of two feature maps ismeasured by taking the two corresponding activation patterns as vectors and calculating theirnormalized dot product (or inner product). For example, if features A and B (here A or B can beany of features indicated in Table 4.3) has corresponding activation patterns A and B, in vectorformat, then the similarity measurement of these two features is dened as:cos(A;B) = A BkAk kBk (4.1)here the symbol `' is the ordinary dot product of vectors; kAk and kBk represent the length ofvector A and B. In fact, Equation 4.1 simply calculates the cosine value of the angle formed byvector A and B in a 400 dimensional space. This value is always in the range of [0,1], because allthe components of the vectors are non-negative. The similarity value becomes 1 when two vectorsare in the same direction, in which case the maps of the two features are completely aligned. On theother hand, the similarity value becomes 0 when no component of both vectors has a non-zero valueat the same time. In this case, the corresponding maps have no overlap at all. In the intermediatecases, the similarity values are somewhere between 0 and 1, and the corresponding feature mapsare partially aligned.Table 4.4 shows the similarity values between length and tension feature maps in proprioceptivecortex layer before training. In this table, each value is the similarity measurement of correspondinglength and tension feature maps (using representing letters as illustrated in Table 4.3). Each columnrepresents the correlations of dierent tension input features to the same length input feature, whileeach row represents the correlations of dierent length input features to the same tension inputfeature. For example, the value 0.20 in column F and row e is the similarity value between the29
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exor, (c) elements tuned to tension of upper arm extensor, (d) elementstuned to tension of upper arm exor. 30
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exor (F) and the tension feature of upper arm extensor (e). In thistable, none of the similarity values is bigger than 0.5, indicating that before training, there are nostrong correlations between any pairs of input features.Table 4.5 shows the same similarity values between length and tension feature maps in theproprioceptive cortex layer after training. In this table, those pairs that have strong similarityvalues (in bold face) are: (E, f), (F, e) (B, d), (D, b), (O, c) and (C, o) . It is apparent thatthe length feature of each muscle is strongly correlated with the tension feature of its antagonistmuscle, and vice versa. This result is consistent with the visual comparison between input featuremaps given above.The similarity measuring method is an accurate, easily interpreted method. It gives a quantita-tive measurement of how similar two cortical feature maps are. This is more important when somecortical feature maps are only partially aligned, in which case it is dicult to draw conclusionsfrom subjective visual comparisons. In the model described in this chapter, the cortical featuremaps either tend to be aligned or do not overlap. So visual comparison is also eective (and mostof the time, more intuitive) for studying the relationships between cortical feature maps. In thefollowing chapters, some of the cortical feature maps are only partially aligned or overlapping. Inthose cases, the similarity measuring method show its advantages.Figure 4.4 shows the length and tension maps in the MI layer after training The input maps inthis layer undergo a transformation, when compared with the input maps in the PI layer. Whileclusters formed in this layer with a certain degree of regularity during training, it is apparent thatthe clusters in these post-training maps are less unform in size, shape and periodicity, compared tothe corresponding post-training PI input maps (Fig. 4.3). However, the same internal relationshipsstill hold for the MI input map as for the PI input map: the length map of a particular muscle31
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exor, (c) elements tuned to tension of upper arm extensor, (d) elements tuned totension of upper arm exor. 32




Figure 4.5: Intersection of activation areas. Each activated element in the PI layer spreads activa-tion to its corresponding element in the MI layer and its nearby elements. The MI elements in theintersection area get most activation.The fact that the PI input maps are quite dierent from the MI input maps has led to furtherobservations about the transformation of maps from PI to MI. Although the connections from PI toMI initially have coarse topographic projections, such a topographic mapping was not rened duringthe training process, as was seen in the SI model described in Chapter 2 [Sutton et al., 1994]. Thereare two reasons for this. First, multiple groups activating elements in PI project their activationsto the corresponding MI area within a certain radius. Therefore the projecting areas from dierentgroups tended to intersect. As a result, these intersecting areas received more activation and nallywin the competition in attracting more activation (Fig. 4.5). Second, the elements in the MI layerserve for both receiving sensory input and sending motor output. Thus the sensory informationMI receives is used to change the motor output commands, which in turn change the sensoryfeedback. In this process, it is necessary for the MI layer to nd a compromise activation patternthat allows the output commands to be consistent with sensory feedback, in order to form stableactivation patterns in all layers. Fig. 4.6 shows some of the incoming weight vectors of MI elementsafter training. Instead of forming a Gaussian shaped distribution as in the SI model, these weightvectors exhibit diversied distributions. This indicate that the transformation from PI to MI hasbecome more complicated. There is no apparent correlation between the maps in PI and MI.Rather, the MI input maps are more associated with the MI output maps.Once again, the similarity measuring method was applied here to quantitatively describe therelationships between MI input maps. Table 4.6 shows all of the similarity values between lengthand tension feature maps in motor cortex layer before (left) and after (right) training. Beforetraining, the similarity values between length and tension feature maps ranges from 0.13 to 0.46,33
a. b.
c. d.
Figure 4.6: There is no single representative distribution of incoming weights in MI after training.Several dierent shapes are illustrated here. In each diagram, the width and length of the boxrepresent the cortical surface, while the height represents the strength of the weight. The weightsurface is plotted such that each weight is connected with its six neighboring weights. Therefore thedistribution of weights is illustrated by the surfaces. (a) The incoming weights of node[2][2]: severalperipherally located strong spots. (b) The incoming weights of node[0][10]: random-like shape. (c)The incoming weights of node[0][13]: stripe shape. (d) The incoming weights of node[1][6]: centralstrong shape with some scattered peripheral strong spots.34
E F B D O Ce 0.30 0.24 0.16 0.13 0.40 0.21f 0.30 0.34 0.35 0.33 0.31 0.46b 0.24 0.19 0.15 0.35 0.32 0.23d 0.20 0.34 0.20 0.26 0.36 0.25o 0.27 0.27 0.20 0.38 0.18 0.25c 0.29 0.20 0.24 0.24 0.20 0.40 E F B D O Ce 0.00 0.98 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.12f 0.93 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01b 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.98 0.01 0.01d 0.03 0.01 0.97 0.00 0.13 0.01o 0.03 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.98c 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.83 0.00Table 4.6: Similarity values between length and tension proprioceptive input features in the motorcortex layer before (left) and after (right) training. Those values that are bigger than 0.7 areindicated in bold.indicating that no input feature map exhibits strong correlation with any other map. After training,the similarity values changed to be either very big (close to 1.0) or very small (close to 0.0). Thesevalues reect the correlations between each length and tension feature, indicating that the lengthfeature of each muscle is strongly correlated with the tension feature of its antagonist muscle.4.2.2 Motor Output Map Formation and CharacteristicsThe MI output map was examined after training by stimulating each MI element one by oneand seeing which muscle(s) became activated. For simplicity, the MI output map was measured byexamining the weights from MI to the lower motor neuron layer. In Chapter 7, some theoreticalanalysis will show that these two methods actually generate essentially the same feature maps, aslong as appropriate threshold values are used. Fig. 4.7 shows the MI output weight map for theupper arm extensor muscle (E) and exor muscle (F). Each `E' (or `F') means that the weightfrom MI to the lower motor neuron controlling the upper arm extensor (or exor) is above a giventhreshold. Maps for other muscles show similar features (See Appendix A.1.3 for a complete list ofmaps of all muscles).Comparing Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b), (c) and (d), it is apparent that clusters formed during training.These clusters are larger and more irregular than those in the PI input map. Some clusters suggesta tendency to form stripes. Although these clusters are not uniform in size and shape, they aresimilar to the activation patterns actually seen in mammalian MI cortex [Donoghue et al., 1992].4.2.3 Consistency Between Input and Output MapsIn the previous paragraphs it was shown that the appearance of the MI input map is quitedierent from the PI input map (compare Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4), and the projection from the PIlayer to the MI layer is not in the previously expected topographic order. This raises the questionof the nature of the relationship of the MI input map to the MI output map.Fig. 4.8 (a), (b) shows the MI output maps of the upper arm extensor and exor, marked by Eand F, respectively, based on the MI output weights. Fig. 4.8 (c), (d) shows the MI proprioceptivemaps with regard to the length and tension of the upper arm extensor, respectively, based on theactivation of MI elements (above threshold) when the length or tension feature is present in theproprioceptive input layer. By comparing the MI output and input maps, it is seen that the MIinput map of a particular muscle's length matches well with the MI output map of its antagonistmuscle, while the MI input map of a particular muscle's tension matches well with the MI output35
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exor (F) (threshold=0.4). 36
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exor (b) with MI input maps (threshold = 0.4) of length (c) and tension (d) of the upperarm extensor. 37
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exor (compare Fig. 4.8 (c)with (b)); the MI proprioceptive tension map of the upper arm extensor matches well with the MIoutput map of the same muscle (compare Fig. 4.8 (d) with (a)). The reason for this is that when amuscle is activated in producing a movement, it contracts, and its length typically decreases, whileits antagonist muscle's length is increased accordingly. At the same time, the activated muscleis under increased tension. Therefore activation of a muscle typically generates proprioceptivefeedback indicating increased stretch of its antagonist muscles, and increased tension of itself. Thiskind of correlated activation of muscle length and tension feedback is captured by the model andreected in the maps, such as those in Fig. 4.8.Table 4.7 summarized the similarity values between MI input and output features before (left)and after (right) training. In each column of the table, the values correspond to the same outputfeature, represented by a capital letter on top of the column. In each row of the table, the valuescorrespond to the same length or tension input feature, represented by a capital or lower case letter(as illustrated in Table 4.3), respectively, on the left hand side of the row. For example, in thetable on the left hand side, the value 0.49 in the row of 'E' and column of 'B' is the similarityvalue between the length input feature of upper arm extensor (E) and the motor output feature ofupper arm abductor (B) before training. In the same table, the value 0.50 in the row of 'e' andthe column of 'E' is the similarity value between the tension input feature of upper arm extensor(e) and the motor output feature of upper arm extensor (E). It should be noted that the labelson top of the columns represent motor output features, and should not be confused with the labelon the left hand side of each row, which represent input features. From Table 4.7, it is clearthat before training the similarity values ranged randomly from 0.45 to 0.53, showing no strongcorrelations. After training, the similarity values changed dramatically to reect the correlationsof the self-organized feature maps. The upper half of the table on the right hand side illustratesthe correlations between the length input feature and the motor output feature after training. Wecan see that the pairs of antagonist muscles have strong correlations, with similarity values from0.86 to 0.98. The lower half of the table on the right hand side illustrates the correlations betweenthe tension input feature and the motor output feature after training. It is quite clear that all of38
the large similarity values (from 0.95 to 0.98) are on the diagonal line, indicating that the tensioninput feature and the motor output feature of the same muscle are strongly correlated. All theseproperties are natural results of the training.4.2.4 Elements Tuned to Multiple FeaturesIn both the PI and MI layers, there are elements which became tuned to multiple proprioceptiveinput features. Some of these tunings are potentially incompatible with the constraints imposed bythe mechanics of the model arm. For instance, it seems unlikely that a PI element would be tunedto both a muscle's length and to its tension together since a muscle does not usually contract (hightension) and lengthen simultaneously in the model arm. Another implausible case would be that aPI element is tuned to the stretch of two antagonist muscles, since they cannot be stretched at thesame time. Table 4.8 shows the number of PI and MI elements tuned to implausible pairs of inputsbefore and after training. On the rst line of the table, implausible tuning pairs are given usingthe symbols in Table 4.3. For example, label (E,F) indicates that a cortical element is tuned to thelength of the upper arm extensor and exor simultaneously, i.e., that it is activated above thresholdwhen either of these muscles is stretched. Following each label in the same column are the numbersof cortical elements that are tuned to the indicated pair of features. The number of PI and MIelements tuned to implausible pairs decreased to zero during training. This is clear evidence thatthe model learned the correlations between proprioceptive features arising due to the constraints ofthe model arm. It should be noted that the plausibility of map features here is predicated on thespecic details of the model arm used. Thus, maps in our model would be unable to capture somecorrelations between muscle tension and length occurring with real movements. The key point hereis that the feature maps do not represent implausible relationships for the given arm model.Tuning Pairs (E,F) (B,D) (O,C) (E,e) (F,f) (B,b) (D,d) (O,o) (C,c) sumPI before training 5 7 2 8 6 3 7 3 6 47PI after training 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0MI before training 9 4 11 12 7 9 14 9 11 86MI after training 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Table 4.8: Numbers of implausibly tuned PI and MI layer elements (threshold=0.5).MI elements that control multiple muscles were also examined. Fig. 4.9 shows the MI elementswhich have strong connections to multiple muscles after training. At a threshold of 0.4, there were,among 400 elements, 90 elements having strong connections to multiple muscles, and 16 of themcontrolled 3 muscles. With a higher threshold, the number of multiple control elements decreases.A careful examination of these multiple controlling elements shows that most of them (85 outof 90) control muscles acting along dierent coordinates. For example, as shown in Figure 4.9,the element in the second row and sixth column can activate the upper arm extensor (E), upperarm abductor (B) and lower arm extensor (O), each being one of the three pairs of antagonistmuscles. This type of element is capable of producing coordinated movement of the arm towarda particular direction, in this specic case toward the upper back part of space. This result isconsistent with the observation that some neurons in motor cortex code for movement direction.It also provide a testable prediction on the controlling of muscles by motor neurons that could beveried by biological experiments. It should be pointed out that in the mammalian motor system,the control of multiple muscles by individual MI neurons can be implemented via lower brain and39
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rst approximation to reality.To examine this issue, we undertook a single simulation with the same parameter values usedin the simulation described above, where training was done sequentially. Specically, we allowedsensory connections to learn rst (2000 iterations), then those connections plus MI to lower motorneuron connections to learn (2000 iterations), then all connections to learn (2000 iterations), mo-tivated by data in [Bruce & Tatton, 1980]. We used a smaller learning rate  = 0:05 on sensoryconnections to PI to compensate for its longer total training time. The maps obtained and theiralignments were qualitatively similar to those described above, although for one of the six musclelength inputs the alignment with motor outputs was not precise. We believe that a substantialjoint learning phase is necessary for complete map alignment to occur. This result, plus the factthat qualitatively similar maps appear in isolated PI when it is trained by randomly positioningthe arm [Cho & Reggia, 1994], suggests that the results obtained here are not sensitive to the exactdevelopmental order of connection maturation. 40
4.2.6 Lesioning Study of the Motor Control ModelAfter development, the motor control model reported in this chapter was used to study theeect of lesions to the cortical feature maps [Goodall et al., 1997]. After training was completedand the maps formed, the motor control model was subjected to simulated sudden, focal lesionsto a cortex region. There are two sets of lesions studied: lesions of PI and MI. In both cases, anarea of cortical elements were clamped to zero to simulate a lesion. The cortical feature maps wereexamined immediately after lesioning, as well as after the model was further trained with additional2000 training patterns. These maps were compared with the corresponding maps of the pre-lesionmodel and a control model, which was being trained without being lesioned.It was found that immediately after a PI area was lesioned, the perilesion area in PI becameless active in responding to proprioceptive stimuli, forming a functional impairment zone. Afterfurther training, this functionally impaired zone became larger. On the other hand, lesioning of anarea in MI caused perilesion regions to have increased activation. Further training increased theactivity in these perilesion regions. These simulation results suggested that there are two phasesof cortical map reorganization: a rapid reorganization in response to the focal lesion, and a slowerreorganization after further learning. Also, the activity in the perilesion area was found to play animportant role in long term map reorganization. Appendix B gives a more detailed description ofthe simulation of lesion study. It illustrates one way in which the motor control model can be usedto study hypotheses about neurological disorders.4.3 DiscussionSelf-organizing feature maps have become important neural modeling methods over thelast several years. They have not only shown great potential in application elds suchas motor control, pattern recognition, optimization, etc [Ritter et al., 1989; Kohonen, 1989;Angeniol et al., 1988], but have also provided insight into how the mammalian brain becomes or-ganized [von der Malsburg, 1973; Linsker, 1986; Grajski & Merzenich, 1990; Burnod et al., 1992;Weinrich et al., 1994; Sutton et al., 1994]. The computational motor control model described herefalls into this second category. It exhibits properties that are consistent with experimental ndingsinvolving biological motor control systems. It also provides us with knowledge about the organizingand processing of sensory and motor information along the input-output pathway. Some propertiesof the model are summarized as follows.First, this model has shown spontaneous emergence of multiple feature maps during unsuper-vised learning. The model self-organized from initially random connections. These results indicatethat, although this model is a signicant simplication from reality, it has captured the basic struc-ture and some principles of biological motor control systems. The fact that the model self-organizesinto multiple feature maps that are stable in spite of its closed-loop nature suggests that the un-derlying assumptions (network connectivity, activation dynamics, unsupervised learning, etc.) canaccount for some important aspects of proprioceptive and motor map formation in mammaliancortex. We believe that these map formation results do not depend signicantly on the specicform of the activation rule used in the model (Eq. 3.8 and 3.9), as long as a clear cut Mexican Hatpattern of lateral interactions occurs in the cortex [Reggia et al., 1992]. For example, qualitativelysimilar results have been obtained when previous cortical map formation experiments using activa-tion rules similar to those used here [Cho & Reggia, 1994; Sutton et al., 1994] were re-implemented41
using more standard activation functions.Second, the maps formed capture the mechanical constraints of the simulated arm. Analysis ofthe proprioceptive input maps showed that the same elements were tuned to the length/stretch ofa particular muscle and to the tension of its antagonist muscle. This is true for both cortical layers.It indicates that cortical elements are capable of recognizing the temporal correlations in the inputpatterns. This model also showed a consistent relationship between the proprioceptive input mapsand motor output maps. It was found that the set of MI elements that control a particular muscleusually respond to the tension of this muscle and the length of the antagonist muscle. These resultsare biologically plausible and support the following hypothesis: when multiple feature maps exist inthe same region of cortex, features in one map that are temporally correlated with those in anotherwill come to occupy the same spatial locations.Third, the motor output map generated in this model qualitatively resembles the map in mam-malian motor cortex. Many experiments have been conducted on mammalian motor cortex, oneof which is a systematic mapping of primate forelimb motor cortex [Donoghue et al., 1992]. Inthat experiment, several major ndings indicated that the organization of motor cortex is morecomplicated than previously thought: Property 1. Neurons representing the same muscle form separated, widely distributed clusters. Property 2. The size and shape of clusters representing the same muscle dier signicantlyfrom muscle to muscle, from subject to subject. Property 3. Many neurons in motor cortex can activate multiple muscles. Property 4. No apparent topographic relationships were found in the forelimb area of motorcortex.Properties 1 and 4 are apparent in our computational model. Property 2 is also apparent whencomparing the regularity of the proprioceptive input maps in PI with the irregular motor outputmaps in MI (compare Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.8 (a), (b)). Property 3 emerges in our model via un-supervised learning. As indicated by Fig. 4.9, many MI elements control multiple muscles. Also,by increasing the measurement threshold the number of MI elements that control multiple musclesdecreased. This is also consistent with experimental data showing that stronger stimulation tendsto recover more multiple-muscle neurons [Donoghue et al., 1992].This computational motor control model also provides testable predictions that can be veriedor refuted by future biological experiments, as follows. First, to my knowledge, there has beenno systematic mapping conducted on mammalian proprioceptive cortex. Thus, the characteristicsshown in the cortical proprioceptive input maps, such as regular clusters of elements tuned to thesame muscle tension/length, represent testable predictions, although we would not expect as preciseregularity as occurs in our simplied model. The relationship between muscle length and tensionfeatures are also yet to be veried in biological experiments.This motor control model also shows that proprioceptive sensory maps formed in the MI layerafter training. These latter maps exhibit the same properties as seen in the PI layer. On the otherhand, the proprioceptive maps in the MI layer, although they capture the same constraints, dierfrom the maps in the PI layer in terms of cluster size and shape. Analysis of the model revealsthat this is due to the weights on connections from the PI layer to the MI layer. Even thoughthe connections from the PI to the MI layer were initially coarsely topographic, training did not42
rene this topographic projection, and the resultant weights became complicated and could not becharacterized by any simple property.The view that neurons in MI code for the force of exertion of individual muscles is con-troversial. Some of the neurons in MI activate multiple muscles [Donoghue et al., 1992], sug-gesting that these neurons might code for movement direction rather than individual muscles[Georgopoulos et al., 1986]. With this computational model, it was found that most multi-ply tuned MI elements controlled muscles in dierent muscle-group pairs and thus their ac-tivation tends to move the hand toward a particular direction. This nding is consistentwith biological experiments showing that motor neurons tend to project to synergistic muscles[Cheney & Fetz, 1985] and with demonstrations that neurons in motor cortex code for move-ment directions [Georgopoulos et al., 1986]. Experimentally, stimulation of motor cortex neuronstends to excite one muscle and inhibit its antagonist muscle, thus causing synergistic movements[Cheney & Fetz, 1985]. Whether the activation of motor cortex neurons activates muscles in dier-ent joints (or the same joint but dierent movement dimensions) is an interesting issue for futurebiological experiments. It should be noted that our computational model is built without a prioridiscrimination between muscles with respect to being antagonists or operating at diering joints;it is the training that distinguishes the muscles in dierent pairs.
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Chapter 5Motor Control Model with Only Visual InputIn this chapter, a variation of the motor control model is studied to investigate the eects ofvisual input as feedback. In biological motor control systems, the motor cortex receives input fromaerent pathways other than proprioceptive input, including visual input [Johnson, 1992]. Mostprevious models involving visual input and motor output have tried to minimize errors in reachingmovements[Kuperstein, 1988; Ritter et al., 1989; Walter & Schulten, 1993]. In other words, thesepast models used learning rules in order to minimize the dierence between target position andhand position in their sensory feedback. Little eort has been taken to analyze visuo-motor corticalfeature maps that self-organize using unsupervised learning. In this section such an analysis willbe conducted. The model still has a simulated arm, and a two dimensional layer of MI elements.Instead of having a proprioceptive input layer, however, a layer of visual inputs supplies feedbackinformation.5.1 The ModelFig. 5.1 shows a schematic diagram of the model. In this model, the MI layer is again a 20 by20 two-dimensional, hexagonally tessellated layer, with each element connected to its six neighbors.This layer is fully connected to the lower motor neuron layer, which has six elements representingactivations of six muscles. The visual input layer has nine elements, which are fully connected withthe MI layer. Visual input here represents an abstraction of hand position in shoulder-centeredcoordinates directed to MI from visual cortical regions [Johnson, 1992]. The transformation fromlower motor neuron activation to hand position is based on the mechanism of the model armdescribed earlier, so this version of the model again forms a feedback loop.In order to measure the visual input in space (i.e. hand position), it is necessary to dene acoordinate system. Fig. 5.2 shows a coordinate system in relation to a human body which is facinginto the page. The origin of the coordinate system is the shoulder of the right arm (where thesimulated arm is anchored), and the positive directions of the coordinate axes are shown.The nine elements in the visual input layer are divided into three groups. Each group has threeelements, coding the hand position in one of the three dimensions: X, Y, or Z. In each dimension,the movement range of the hand position of the model was linearly scaled into [-1, +1]. The threeelements coding the same dimension overlap but are tuned maximally to the negative, middle, orpositive part of the range, respectively. The actual tuning formula (taking the X dimension as an44
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Figure 5.3: The tuning curves of the three visual elements coding hand positions in the X-dimension.experiment are similar to those in previous experiments. Any small change to any parameter wouldnot change the qualitative characteristics of the results discussed in the following sections.After training, the MI input and output maps, along with their relationships, were examined.The MI output maps were measured in the same way as described earlier. Basically, for each of thesix muscles, there is a corresponding MI output map that shows the MI elements with connectionsstrong enough (above a certain threshold) to this muscle. The MI input maps with respect to thevisual input were measured by stimulating visual input elements and measuring the correspondingMI activations. This was achieved by activating one of the nine elements in the visual input layereach time and holding that pattern steady. The corresponding MI activations were then examinedafter activation stablization was achieved.In the analysis of this model, in addition to examining the characteristics of the individual maps,it is also interesting to study the relationships of the input maps and output maps. Basically, weagain are studying the correlation of dierent features, because each input or output map representsthe distribution of a particular feature. There are two ways to study the correlation of features: byvisual comparison and by using the similarity measuring method. Both methods have been usedin the motor control model with proprioceptive inputs, as described in previous chapter, but needfurther consideration here because of the more complex relations between MI visual input and MImotor output maps.The visual comparison method is more intuitive, especially when the two features investigatedhave a strong correlation or no correlation at all. In these cases, it is easier to see the relationshipof the two features by visual inspection. However, this method has some limitations. First, it isa qualitative and subjective measurement. This method can only give a rough estimation aboutwhether or not the two investigated features are correlated. It will not indicate how strong thecorrelation is. Second, some of the features have no clear one-to-one correspondence. That is,one feature could be partially correlated with multiple features. In this case, one map is partiallyaligned with multiple maps. It is dicult to use a visual comparison method to examine such47
Parameters MI layer Motor Neuronscs -2.0 -0.2M 3.0 1.2Table 5.1: Parameters used in activation update rule.Parameters Visual to MI MI to MI MI to Motorq 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001p 1 1 2cp 5.0 0.4 0.005 0.1 NA 0.1Table 5.2: Parameters used in activation dispersal rule and learning rule.relationships. Third, the map drawing of each feature is threshold dependent. When doing a visualcomparison, some of the less prominent elements could be ignored. Further, the strongest elementsappear on the map equally with other elements above the threshold. Therefore, no matter whatthreshold is chosen, there is a certain bias within the comparison.The similarity measuring method is able to avoid the above limitations. This method is aquantitative measurement of the correlation of two features. It can indicate whether two featureare fully correlated, partially correlated, or not correlated at all. It is also quite simple to see theone-to-many feature correlations by listing the pairwise similarity values between all the relevantfeatures. The similarity value is threshold independent, which means that it accounts for all of theinvolved elements, to a degree based on their activation levels. Therefore, the similarity value is amore precise measurement of the correlations of features. The disadvantage of this measurement isthat it is less intuitive. Also the single value does not reect the distribution of the cortical maps.So this method is only suitable in the analysis of the correlations of the feature maps.5.3 ResultsIn this section, rst the cortical feature maps in MI, including visual input map and motoroutput map, are described. Then the relationship between these input maps and output maps areinvestigated.5.3.1 Cortical Map Formation in MIFig. 5.4 shows the MI output maps for upper arm extensor (E) and exor (F), before and aftertraining. The maps for other muscles show similar properties (See Appendix A.2.1 for a completelist of maps of all muscles). It is quite clear that before training, the MI elements that control thesame muscle are randomly distributed throughout the MI layer, due to the random initializationof the connection weights between the MI layer and the lower motor neuron layer. After training,elements controlling each muscle have aggregated to form clusters. The size of the clusters varies,but single element clusters are unlikely. This is due to the \Mexican Hat" shape of the corticalactivation pattern during training. The dierence of the maps before and after training indicate48
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exor (F) are shown (threshold=0.4).49
that self-organization has occured. Also examining the post-training maps in detail indicated thatthe maps of antagonist muscles are mutually exclusive (no overlap). The characteristics of thesemaps are similar to the motor output maps in the model with proprioceptive input only.Fig. 5.5 shows the MI input maps from the visual input layer, before (left) and after (right)training. Only maps in the X dimension are shown. Maps in the other dimensions show similarcharacteristics (See Appendix A.2.2 for a complete list of maps of all dimensions). Each `X1' inthe map indicates that the MI element in that position is tuned to the stimulation of visual inputelement representing the negative range of the X dimension. Similarly, `X2' and `X3' representelements tuned to the middle and positive range of the X dimension, respectively. Although it isless apparent in characterizing the nature of the maps before and after training, some changes canstill be observed when examining these maps in detail. First, there is a tendency to form largerclusters during training. It can be seen that there are many single element clusters in the mapsbefore training, while this is unlikely to occur after training. Quantitatively speaking, the totalnumber of clusters in these three maps changed from 46 before training to 20 after training, a 57%decrease. The total number of tuned elements changed from 108 to 94 in the meantime, only a13% decrease. This indicates that on average clusters are bigger after training, as is evident byvisual inspection of Figure 5.5. In fact the average number of elements per cluster grows from2.35 before training to 4.7 after training. The aggregation tendency is less apparent than we sawin the MI output maps because of the intracortical connections in MI, which has the tendency toform \Mexican Hat" shape of clusters even when the input connections are random before training.Second, it can be seen that there is a dramatic shift of the elements that are tuned to the stimulationof the same visual input element. There is little overlap between the same map before and aftertraining. This type of reorganization during training is believed to be important in forming thecorrect input-output correlations, as will be seen in Section 5.3.2. Also the maps of X2 and X3 arealmost identical (with similarity measuring value of 0.95) because during training the hand positioncould move to near the origin (shoulder) in the X dimension (X2) or to the back of the body (X3)only when upper arm extensor muscle is strongly contracted. As a result, the X2 and X3 maps allbecome correlated with E output maps, as will be seen in the next section.5.3.2 Correlations Between the MI Input and Output MapsIn Section 5.3.1, the MI input and output maps have been shown to possess certain charac-teristics (aggregating, etc.) after training. These properties are quite similar to those reportedin previous chapter. It is also interesting to study the relationships between the input maps andthe output maps. Unlike the relationships between proprioceptive input maps and motor outputmaps, which are related to the same agonist/antagonist muscle groups, the correlation of inputmaps from the visual aerent pathway and the output maps to the muscle eerent pathway aremore complicated.Before training, there are no clear correlations between visual input and motor output features.All of the feature distributions are random. While this is less likely to be seen by visual comparisonof feature maps, it is quite clear when using the similarity measuring method. Table 5.3 shows all ofthe similarity values between visual input and motor output features before training. In this table,each column represents the correlations of dierent visual input features to the same indicatedmotor output feature, while each row represents the correlations of dierent motor output featuresto the same visual input features. For example, the value 0.36 in column F and row X3 is the50
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E F B D O CX1 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.37 0.37X2 0.34 0.37 0.36 0.37 0.32 0.37X3 0.35 0.36 0.39 0.34 0.41 0.37Y1 0.39 0.40 0.37 0.41 0.38 0.39Y2 0.41 0.35 0.39 0.40 0.37 0.38Y3 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.37 0.36Z1 0.35 0.37 0.40 0.37 0.39 0.38Z2 0.38 0.36 0.37 0.36 0.37 0.34Z3 0.37 0.39 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.35Table 5.3: Similarity values between visual input and motor output features before training.similarity value between the motor output feature F (upper arm exor) and the visual input X3(positive range of X). In this table, all of the similarity values are quite similar, ranging between0.32 and 0.41. Since the distributions of features are initially quite random, no pair of features iseither strongly correlated (close to 1.0) or strongly anticorrelated (close to 0.0).After training, the MI visual input maps and motor output maps have both reorganized to formmeaningful relationships, so that the model performs in a way that reects the arm mechanismconstraints. Unlike the correlations between the proprioceptive input maps and the motor outputmaps described in the previous chapter, the correlations between the visual input maps and themotor output maps do not have a clear one-to-one correspondence. Instead, each visual inputfeature can correlate with multiple motor output features, and vice versa. As a result, the maps oftwo correlated features are no longer fully aligned, as was seen earlier. There is a partial alignmentof the maps. That is, the elements that represent both features are only partially overlapped, andthe degree of overlap depend on how strongly the two features correlate. For example, Fig. 5.6shows the two maps, E (upper arm extensor)and Y3 (positive Y axis), that have very strongcorrelations. As can be seen, there are quite a number of elements that are tuned to both features.Other strongly correlated pairs include (F,Y1), (B,Z3) and (D,Z1), all having similarity values ofover 0.8. These strongly correlated pairs can be examined by visual comparison of their maps. Forother pairs of correlated features, the partial alignments of the maps make it less apparent duringvisual comparison. It is therefore useful to use the quantitative approach, the similarity measuringmethod, to investigate the correlations of input and output features.Table 5.4 shows the matrix of all the similarity values between visual input and motor outputfeatures after training. These values give a precise measurement of correlations of input and outputfeatures. It is apparent from the table that after training, the input and output feature maps havereorganized to form various degree of correlations between each other. The similarity values rangefrom 0.01 to 0.89. Those values bigger than 0.41 (the biggest value in Table 5.3) are believed torepresent pairs of features that are correlated. For a more intuitive display, Fig 5.7 shows thedensity plot of the table using values in Table 5.4. The following paragraphs will show how thesefeature correlations are consistent with the arm mechanism and constraints in details. Referring toFig. 5.2 is helpful in locating the hand position in space.These relationships can be explained as follows:1. Hand movements in the X dimension are mostly aected by E (upper arm extensor) and52
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exor). Feature X1 is correlated with F because when the upper arm exormuscle is contracted, it is more likely to put the hand position in the negative range of the Xaxis, which is in front of the body. On the other hand, feature X2 and X3 are both correlatedwith E. When the upper arm extensor is contracted, the hand will move to the positive rangeof the X axis (back of the body) if the lower arm is fully extended. In case the lower armis not fully extended, the nal hand position would oset the displacement in the negativeX direction and therefore it is quite likely that the hand position is compromised into themiddle range of the X axis (around the Y-Z plane).2. The hand movements in the Y dimension are aected by all the muscles. Feature Y1 isstrongly correlated with F, indicating that the contraction of upper arm extensor is morelikely to position the hand in the negative range of the Y axis (in front of the chest of ahuman body). On the other hand, feature Y3 is correlated with E and O. It means whenupper arm extensor or the lower arm extensor is contracted, the arm is more likely to extendinto the positive range of the Y axis (outside the right side of the body).Feature Y2 is correlated with both B (upper arm abductor) and D (upper arm adductor) atthe same time. This is quite interesting because not only one input feature is correlated withtwo output features, but also the two output features are antagonists, which tend to movethe arm in opposite direction. On the other hand, this still reects the arm mechanism andconstraints, because when either the upper arm abductor or the upper arm adductor (butnot both) are contracted, the elbow will be positioned very high or low near the X-Z plane.In both cases, the hand position will be moving within middle range of the Y axis in parallelwith X-Z plane, no matter how the lower arm moves.53
E F B D O CX1 0.02 0.59 0.30 0.37 0.07 0.18X2 0.68 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.13 0.02X3 0.58 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.01Y1 0.03 0.89 0.12 0.08 0.07 0.37Y2 0.04 0.13 0.46 0.63 0.05 0.22Y3 0.87 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.67 0.06Z1 0.03 0.11 0.03 0.88 0.06 0.07Z2 0.28 0.23 0.04 0.04 0.24 0.35Z3 0.03 0.05 0.84 0.01 0.03 0.06Table 5.4: Similarity values between visual input and motor output features after training. Thosevalues that are bigger than the biggest values in Table 5.3 are in bold style.3. The hand movements in the Z dimension are mostly aected by B (upper arm abductor) andD (upper arm adductor). Feature Z1 is strongly correlated with D, which is quite naturalbecause contraction of upper arm adductor (folding the elbow toward the body) would lowerthe elbow position and therefore more likely put the hand position in the low range. For thesame reason, Feature Z3 is correlated with B.Feature of Z2 is not strongly correlated with any feature. However, Table 5.4 also showsthat Z2 is actually weakly correlated with all feature other than B and D, with similarityvalues ranging from 0.24 to 0.35. It means that unless upper arm abductor or adductor arecontracted to move the elbow up or down, it is all somewhat likely to put the hand positionin the medium height.4. The above paragraphs have shown the prominent motor output features that could eectivelyinuence the hand position in each dimension. On the other hand, in Table 5.4, there are otherless prominent similarity values which reect some weak feature correlations. For example,feature X1 is also somewhat correlated with B and D, with similarity values of 0.30 and 0.37,respectively. That means, by clamping the upper arm vertically up or down, the hand wouldmove along the semi-circle in X-Z plane, and therefore quite likely to be positioned in thenegative range of the X axis, when the lower arm is in the middle range of the semi-circle. Ifthe lower arm is fully folded or extended, then the X coordinate of the hand position will beclose to 0, and therefore outside the negative of the X axis. This is why these two similarityvalues are less than that of (Y 2; B) and (Y 2; D).Another weakly correlated pair of features are Y1 and C, because the negative Y (in front ofthe chest) can be achieved only when upper arm exor is somewhat contracted (to positionthe elbow near the X-Z plane ) and the lower arm exor is contracted more than the lower armextensor. However the lower arm exor cannot be fully contracted (fully folding) because thatwill only maintain the hand position near the X-Z plane and therefore in the middle range ofthe Y axis. That is why the similarity value of (Y 1; C) is not as big as (Y 1; F ).5. In Table 5.4, there are also similarity values that are close to 0, reecting the anti-correlationsbetween the features. Generally speaking, when one visual input feature is strongly correlatedwith a motor output feature of one muscle, it is usually anti-correlated with the output feature54










Figure 5.7: A Schematic Density Plot of Table 5.4. Those similarity values bigger than 0.4 (stronglycorrelated) are plotted as white blocks in their corresponding positions. The values smaller than0.1 (anti-correlated) are plotted in black. Others (weak correlations) are plotted in grey.of its antagonist muscle. The only exception is the pairs (Y 2; B) and (Y 2; D), with the reasondiscussed in above paragraph. Another rule of thumb is that when a motor output featureis correlated with one visual input feature in one extreme of a dimension (not middle range),it is usually anti-correlated with the visual input feature in the other extreme of the samedimension.In summary, the above analysis shows that after training, the cortical input and output mapshave reorganized to reect the arm mechanisms. It should be noted that these are qualitative anal-yses based on quantitative measurements. The values in Table 5.4 not only reect the qualitativeproperties shown above, but also reect how strongly they support these properties. Due to therandomness of the initial connection strength and the training patterns, the similarity values inTable 5.4 may not be the same in dierent simulations. I have run several simulations with dierentinitial connection strengths and training patterns, and all of the properties described above stillhold. Table 5.5 shows the similarity values in four other simulations with dierent initial weightsand training patterns as examples. 55
E F B D O CX1 0.02 0.68 0.35 0.20 0.06 0.20X2 0.75 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.18 0.03X3 0.61 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01Y1 0.02 0.74 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.26Y2 0.04 0.15 0.53 0.47 0.05 0.22Y3 0.77 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.76 0.07Z1 0.03 0.10 0.04 0.88 0.06 0.08Z2 0.31 0.26 0.03 0.03 0.24 0.34Z3 0.02 0.11 0.88 0.02 0.05 0.08 E F B D O CX1 0.03 0.52 0.40 0.41 0.09 0.21X2 0.70 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.04X3 0.60 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01Y1 0.03 0.82 0.11 0.08 0.11 0.37Y2 0.04 0.13 0.48 0.47 0.05 0.24Y3 0.86 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.66 0.05Z1 0.04 0.09 0.03 0.81 0.06 0.11Z2 0.28 0.31 0.04 0.04 0.22 0.41Z3 0.03 0.08 0.83 0.02 0.06 0.08E F B D O CX1 0.03 0.55 0.33 0.42 0.08 0.25X2 0.82 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.32 0.07X3 0.63 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.10 0.02Y1 0.03 0.74 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.38Y2 0.04 0.12 0.45 0.46 0.04 0.23Y3 0.87 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.75 0.12Z1 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.84 0.07 0.07Z2 0.28 0.33 0.05 0.04 0.18 0.34Z3 0.04 0.07 0.89 0.02 0.06 0.06 E F B D O CX1 0.02 0.64 0.31 0.32 0.09 0.20X2 0.81 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.28 0.03X3 0.62 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.11 0.01Y1 0.02 0.79 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.30Y2 0.03 0.12 0.60 0.46 0.04 0.17Y3 0.83 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.76 0.07Z1 0.02 0.09 0.02 0.87 0.05 0.05Z2 0.29 0.46 0.06 0.07 0.31 0.5Z3 0.02 0.08 0.85 0.02 0.05 0.08Table 5.5: Similarity values between visual input and motor output features after training in fourother simulations with dierent initial weights and training patterns. Those values that are biggerthan the biggest values in Table 5.3 are in bold style.5.4 DiscussionIn the previous section, it was shown that the motor control model with visual inputs alonecan form feature maps in the motor cortex layer during unsupervised learning. These maps andtheir relationships are important in achieving consistent control of the arm movement. The resultsindicate that, by supplying random activation patterns alone in motor cortex, the initial randomcortical connections are able to self-organize to recognize the characteristics of arm mechanisms andform meaningful input output relationships. This is in contrast to most previous models, whichare based on error minimizing instead of cortical maps. These models serve the purpose of certaintasks (such as reaching), and do not concern about internal representation (maps) of the outsideside world.In previous motor control model with proprioceptive input pathways (Chapter 4), we foundthat an input feature and an output feature that are temporally correlated with each other havetheir maps aligned. This is due to the one-to-one mapping of the input and output features. In themotor control model with visual inputs, the input-output relationships become more complicated.In this model, each input feature may be correlated with multiple output features, and vice versa.In this situation, the feature correlations could not be as strong as those in proprioceptive model.Assume an input feature A is correlated with output features B and C. As long as the maps of Band C are dierent, A's map cannot be fully aligned with B's and C's at the same time. So eachinput feature can only correlate strongly (with complete map alignment) with at most one outputfeature. In most cases, as we have seen, one feature is usually correlated with multiple features, withdierent correlation strengths. The quantitative measurement of the feature correlation provide us56
with a way of studying these complicated input output relationships. The similarity value betweentwo features reects the likelihood (or probability) that the two features are present simultaneous.The amount of temporal correlations of external events is represented internally via the degree ofco-activation of cortical elements, i.e. as spatial correlations. When two external events are closelyassociated (e.g., the output signal to contract a muscle and the input signal of increased tensionof the same muscle), the cortical elements representing these two features are largely the sameset. On the contrary, when two external event are mutually exclusive (e.g., the lengthening signalsof both an arm muscle and its antagonist), the internal activation representing the two featuresbecome anti-correlated. That is, there are not likely to be any cortical elements responding stronglyto both features. When two external events are weakly associated, there is a certain amount ofoverlap between the cortical elements tuned to both features.Our current understanding of the coding of visual input information received by biological motorcortex is quite limited beyond primary visual cortex. Anatomical studies show that there is no directneural projection from visual cortex to motor cortex: primary motor cortex receives visual infor-mation via secondary visual and other association areas [Felleman & Essen, 1991; Asanuma, 1989].The coding of visual information received by MI is not known at present. However, MI does receivevisual information coded in some form [Johnson, 1992]. Our model is a simple design attempting toincorporate the visual information. On the other hand, this model can be viewed in a more generalframework: as a study of the one-to-many partially correlated feature associations. Basically, ourbrains can be viewed, from the computational point of view, as a multi-layer network mapping inputsensory signals into output control signals. In each specic layer, the neuron elements respondingto an input feature provide correct output feature(s) to the next layer. If each layer is doing asimple one-to-one feature mapping, then the entire brain functionality would be greatly limited. Itis apparent that the one-to-many partially correlated feature mapping is important for the brainto exhibit versatile input output relationships and capabilities. By studying the relationships ofthis type of input and output information, we can have a better understanding about the internalrepresentation and feature correlation of the brain.
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Figure 6.1: The motor control system with both proprioceptive and visual inputs. The MI elementssend activation to lower motor neurons, which direct arm movements. Information about the armconguration and hand position is received by both the proprioceptive and visual input layers.Both input layers then supply this information to the MI layer. Feedback to the MI layer inuencesthe MI output and thus forms a closed-loop.layer. The spread of activation was governed by the activation rule using competitive distributionof activation (Equation 3.8 and 3.9). After sucient time steps (120 were used in this experiment),the stablized activation levels were achieved in all of the layers. Then learning was conducted byapplying the competitive learning rule to all of the inter-layer connections (Equation 3.10 and 3.11).The model was trained with 2000 learning cycles before the maps were examined.The parameter values used in Equations 3.8-3.11 of the model in this experiment are summarizedin Table 6.1 and 6.2. The learning threshold, , is 0 in all layers. The parameters used in thisexperiment are similar to those in the previous experiments. Any small change to any parameterwould not change the qualitative characteristics of the results discussed in following section.After training, all of the cortical input and output maps, along with their relationships, wereexamined. These maps include: PI input maps from proprioceptive inputs; MI input maps fromproprioceptive inputs; MI input maps from visual inputs; and MI output maps to lower motorneurons. The measuring methods with these maps were similar to those described in previouschapters. Basically, the output maps were determined by stimulating the cortical elements andmeasuring the activities in the output layer. The input maps were measured by stimulating theelements in the (proprioceptive or visual) input layer one by one and measuring the corresponding59
Parameters PI layer MI layer Motor Neuronscs -4.0 -2.0 -0.2M 5.0 3.0 1.2Table 6.1: Parameters used in activation update rule.Parameters Arm to PI PI to PI PI to MI MI to MI MI to Motor Visual to MIq 0.04 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001p 1 1 1 1 2 1cp 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.005 5.0 0.2 NA 0.2 NA 0.1 0.1Table 6.2: Parameters used in activation dispersal rule and learning rule.cortical activities. In both cases, the elements that were activated above a certain threshold wereused during map drawing. Also, in the measurement of input maps, the corresponding inputlayer was stimulated and then clamped, and cortical activations were measured after activationstablization was achieved. In order to study the relationships between the input maps and outputmaps, the similarity measuring method of Equation 4.1 was also used to quantitatively measurethe correlations of input and output features.6.2 Results6.2.1 PI Input Maps with Respect to the Proprioceptive InputsFig. 6.2 shows the PI input maps with respect to proprioceptive inputs, before (left) and after(right) training. Only the maps with respect to the length input of the upper arm extensor andexor muscles are shown. Length and tension maps for other muscles show similar characteristics(See Appendix A.3.1 for a complete list of maps of all muscles). From Fig. 6.2, it is clear thatactivation clusters formed both before and after training due to the \Mexican Hat" activationpatterns induced by intracortical connections. However, the clusters were more regularly arrangedafter training. This indicated the self-organization of the proprioceptive cortical maps duringtraining. A similar self-organization occurred in the motor control model with proprioceptive inputonly, as described in Chapter 4. No qualitative dierence between the model with proprioceptiveinput alone and the current model was observed.The self-organization of feature maps in the proprioceptive cortex can be more clearly seenwhen examining the relationships between these input maps. As in the motor control model withproprioceptive input only, the length map of a particular muscle matches well with the tension mapof its antagonist muscle. For example, Fig. 6.3 shows that the length map of the upper arm extensormatches the tension map of upper arm exor; and the length map of the upper arm exor matchesthe tension map of upper arm extensor. For other pairs of muscles, there are similar relationships.This means that this previously described map alignment property was preserved after visual inputwas added into the model.Table 6.3 shows two tables of similarity values, before (left) and after (right) training, respec-60
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exor (F) are shown (threshold=0.2).61
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exor (F,f) are shown (threshold=0.2).62
E F B D O Ce 0.11 0.10 0.26 0.21 0.17 0.15f 0.32 0.16 0.11 0.17 0.17 0.17b 0.12 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.05 0.37d 0.12 0.19 0.07 0.16 0.35 0.20o 0.13 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.18 0.14c 0.12 0.19 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.29 E F B D O Ce 0.01 0.84 0.17 0.08 0.11 0.06f 0.91 0.00 0.14 0.01 0.02 0.42b 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.96 0.02 0.13d 0.01 0.05 0.80 0.00 0.24 0.00o 0.56 0.06 0.17 0.04 0.02 0.85c 0.04 0.28 0.26 0.02 0.94 0.00Table 6.3: Similarity values between length and tension input features in proprioceptive cortexbefore (left) and after (right) training. Those values that are bigger than 0.7 are in bold style.tively. Each row of the table is for a particular muscle's tension feature, while each column is for aparticular muscle's length feature . Each value in the table represents the similarity measurementbetween the length feature of the corresponding column and the tension feature of the correspond-ing row. For example, the value 0.11 in the upper left corner of the table represents the similaritymeasurement between the length and tension features of the upper arm extensor before training.Before training, similarity values ranges from 0.05 to 0.37, due to the activations produced bythe initial random weights. After training, some pairs of features exhibited strong correlations.Those pairs having similarity values bigger than 0.8 are the length and tension features of mutuallyantagonist muscles (bold type in Table 6.3). This is clear evidence that the relationships withinproprioceptive cortical input maps in the original model still holds in this variation of the model,and that this kind of relationship is clearly the result of training.6.2.2 MI Proprioceptive Input MapsMI input maps with respect to the proprioceptive input also formed after training. After train-ing, the activation clusters were slightly more uniform in size and regularly arranged. Particularly,the relationship between the length and tension input maps after training clearly reected the armmechanism and constraints. Fig. 6.4 shows the MI length (left) and tension (right) input maps ofthe upper arm extensor (E,e) and exor (F,f) after training. It is quite clear that the length map ofthe upper arm extensor (E) matches the tension map of upper arm exor (f); and the length mapof the upper arm exor (F) matches the tension map of upper arm extensor (e). This relationshipformed because during training, the contraction of one muscle usually increased its tension anddecreased its length (and therefore increased its antagonist's length). This relationship was truefor both PI and MI layer, indicating that although some transformation occured in the propriocep-tive input maps from PI to MI, resulting in complete dierent maps in two cortices, same internalcorrelations were still preserved.The relationships between the length and tension input maps were also examined with thesimilarity measuring method. Table 6.4 shows the similarity values between length and tensioninput features in motor cortex before (left) and after (right) training, respectively. Before training,the similarity values ranged randomly from 0.26 to 0.63. After training, those pairs that are stronglycorrelated (having similarity values bigger than 0.8) happened to be the length and tension featuresof mutually antagonist muscles.In summary, the relationships in the proprioceptive input patterns were captured by both PIand MI during training, and were reected in the post-training proprioceptive input maps in both63
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exor (F,f) are shown (threshold=0.4).64
E F B D O Ce 0.42 0.42 0.47 0.50 0.46 0.48f 0.63 0.50 0.43 0.59 0.41 0.46b 0.45 0.41 0.48 0.48 0.26 0.52d 0.37 0.43 0.33 0.32 0.47 0.49o 0.40 0.39 0.37 0.42 0.39 0.39c 0.52 0.48 0.41 0.48 0.35 0.57 E F B D O Ce 0.00 0.85 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.11f 0.99 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.03 0.27b 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.99 0.02 0.20d 0.02 0.01 0.94 0.03 0.05 0.01o 0.50 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.78c 0.05 0.20 0.10 0.01 0.97 0.00Table 6.4: Similarity values between length and tension input features in motor cortex before (left)and after (right) training. Those values that are bigger than 0.7 are in bold style.cortical layers. These experimental results are similar to those reported in the original motor controlmodel without visual input, as described in Chapter 4. Thus, adding visual inputs to the modelhad little impact on the proprioceptive maps that formed in PI and MI.6.2.3 MI Output Maps and Their Relation to Proprioceptive Input MapsThe output map of the MI layer to the lower motor neurons were also examined with thismodel. Fig. 6.5 shows the MI output maps of upper arm extensor muscle before (left) and after(right) training (See Appendix A.3.3 for a complete list of maps of all muscles). Before training,the output maps exhibited a random arrangement. After training, the elements representing thesame feature tended to form clusters that are uniform in size and arrangement. The maps of othermuscles showed similar characteristics. This indicates the self-organization of cortical feature mapsduring training, and this kind of self-organization also occurred in the models with proprioceptiveor visual input only, as described in previous chapters.The eect of self-organizing feature maps in MI was more clearly seen when the relationshipsbetween the MI output maps and the MI proprioceptive input maps were studied. Fig. 6.6 showsthe comparison of the MI length and tension input maps of upper arm extensor and the MI outputmaps of upper arm extensor and exor after training. It is clear that the length map of upper armextensor (Fig. 6.6a) matches the output map of upper arm exor (Fig. 6.6d); while the tensionmap of upper arm extensor (Fig. 6.6b) matches the output of upper arm extensor (Fig. 6.6c).Examining maps of other muscles revealed a general rule: the length input map of one musclematches the motor output map of its antagonist muscle; and the tension input map of one musclematches the motor output map of itself. This rule is also clearly seen with the similarity measuringmethod. Table 6.5 summarized the similarity values between MI input and output features before(left) and after (right) training. In each column of the table, the values correspond to the sameoutput feature, represented by a capital letter on top of the column. In each row of the table, thevalues correspond to the same length or tension input feature, represented by a capital or lower caseletter, respectively, on the left hand side of the row. For example, in the table on the left hand side,the value 0.48 in the row of 'E' and column of 'B' is the similarity value between the length inputfeature of upper arm extensor (E) and the motor output feature of upper arm abductor (B) beforetraining. In the same table, the value 0.45 in the row of 'e' and the column of 'E' is the similarityvalue between the tension input feature of upper arm extensor (e) and the motor output featureof upper arm extensor (E). From Table 6.5, one can see that before training the similarity valuesranged randomly from 0.44 to 0.54, showing no strong correlations. After training, the similarity65
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exor (d) aftertraining (threshold=0.4). 67
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ect the correlations of the self-organized feature maps. Theupper half of the table on the right hand side illustrates the correlations between the length inputfeature and the motor output feature after training. One can see that pairs of antagonist muscleshave strong correlations, with similarity values from 0.74 to 0.97. The lower half of the table on theright hand side illustrates the correlations between the tension input feature and the motor outputfeature after training. It is quite clear that all of the large similarity values (from 0.82 to 0.96) areon the diagonal line, indicating that the tension input feature and the motor output feature of thesame muscle are strongly correlated. All of these properties are natural results of the training. Thesame properties occured in the motor control model with proprioceptive input only.6.2.4 MI Visual Input Maps and Their Relation to MI Output MapsThe formation of proprioceptive input maps and the motor output maps, as well as theirrelationships to each other, are similar to the motor control model with proprioceptive input only.In this section, the MI visual input maps are summarized, as well as their relationships with themotor output maps. It is particularly interesting to compare the results in this model with themodel in Chapter 5, which has visual input only.Fig. 6.7 shows MI visual input maps before (left) and after (right) training. Only the visual inputmaps for the X dimension are shown. The maps for other dimensions show similar characteristics(See Appendix A.3.4 for a complete list of maps of all dimensions). The representation of the visualinput maps is the same as that described in Chapter 5. When comparing the visual input mapsbefore and after training, it is quite clear that the maps before training are quite dierent fromthose after training, indicating some kind of self-organization during training. Although the mapsboth before and after training formed activation clusters, the clusters after training were moreuniform in size and shape. Statistically, before training the average number of elements in eachcluster in the three X-dimensional input maps was 3.04, with standard deviation of 1.41. Aftertraining average size of clusters increased to 3.46, with standard deviation decreased to 0.85. Sothe activation clusters after training became bigger and varied less in size.68
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exor (F) of MI output map matches the negative range of the X dimension(X1) of visual input maps. 70
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E F B D O CX1 0.05 0.88 0.11 0.21 0.25 0.14X2 0.90 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.37 0.15X3 0.86 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.35 0.09Y1 0.04 0.94 0.10 0.09 0.26 0.17Y2 0.07 0.05 0.80 0.28 0.06 0.06Y3 0.71 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.81 0.06Z1 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.91 0.13 0.12Z2 0.33 0.17 0.05 0.10 0.21 0.68Z3 0.08 0.04 0.95 0.05 0.05 0.04Table 6.6: Similarity values between visual input and motor output features before (left) and after(right) training. Those values that are bigger than 0.6 are in bold style.The relationships between visual input maps and the motor output maps in MI were alsoexamined. Due to the nature of the such relationships, the correlations between the visual inputfeatures and the motor output features are usually not a one-to-one mapping. Although the visualcomparison of maps is viable for some strong correlations, such as Fig. 6.8a and b, or Fig. 6.8cand d, other correlations are not always obviously seen with visual inspection. In such a situation,the similarity measuring method is necessary to make quantitative measurements. Table 6.6 showsthe similarity values between visual input and motor output features before and after training. Itis clear that before training, motor output maps and visual input maps are randomly correlated,making the similarity values range from 0.38 to 0.46. After training, however, clear correlationsformed with greatly diversied similarity values For intuitive illustration, Fig. 6.9 gives a densityplot to represent the similarity values in Table 6.6b. The analysis of these values indicated thatafter training, certain kinds of correlations between visual input and motor output features havebecome established, reecting the likelihood of simultaneous presence of particular pairs of features.For example, when the upper arm abductor muscle (B) is contracted, it will move the arm upwardand therefore more likely put the hand in the positive range of the Z dimension (Z3) (please referto Fig. 5.2 in Page 46 showing axes X, Y and Z relative to a human body). Thus, the similarityvalue between B and Z3 is very large (0.95) after training, indicating a strong correlation betweenthese two features. In most cases, the correlations in Table 6.6b are similar to those observed inthe model with visual input only, as illustrated by Table 5.4. In short, those strongly correlatedpairs are (X1, F), (X2, E), (X3, E), (Y1, F), (Y3, E), (Y3, O), (Z1, D) and (Z3, B). In general,when one visual input feature is strongly correlated with the motor output feature of a muscle, itis usually anti-correlated (with similarity values smaller than 0.1) with its antagonist muscle.However, there are also dierences:1. In the visual input only model, Y2 is simultaneously correlated with B and D, with similarityvalues of 0.46 and 0.63, respectively (Table 5.4). In this model, Y2 is strongly correlated withB (0.80), but not so strongly correlated with D (0.28).2. the In previous model, Z2 is weakly correlated with E, F, O and C, with similarity values of71










Figure 6.9: A Schematic Density Plot of Table 6.6b. Those similarity values bigger than 0.7(strongly correlated) are plotted as white blocks in their corresponding positions. The valuessmaller than 0.1 (anti-correlated) are plotted in black. Others (weak correlations) are plotted ingrey. 0.28, 0.23, 0.24 and 0.35, respectively (Table 5.4). In this model, Z2 is strongly correlatedwith C (0.68). Its similarity values with E, F, O are 0.33, 0.17 and 0.21, respectively.The above dierences indicate that some visual input features that were previously correlatedwith multiple features now correlate with only one of them. However, this does not mean that everyvisual input feature is correlated with only one motor output feature in this model. For example,Y3 is correlated with both E and O, with similarity values of 0.71 and 0.81, respectively. On theother hand, the above features (Y2 and Z2) have some spatial symmetric properties. For example,contracting the upper arm abductor (B) or adductor (D) (hence moving the arm up or down)should have the same likelihood of putting the arm in the middle range of Y axis (Y2). There isno reason why Y2 should be correlated stronger with one than the other. It was conjectured thatthe initial connections and the random training patterns in this individual simulation have causedthis biased correlation. Therefore, multiple simulations with dierent initial connection strengthsand training patterns were conducted to conrm this. Table 6.7 shows the similarity values of fouradditional dierent simulations of this model, with the same parameters but dierent initial weightsand training patterns. The results are summarized as follows (referring to Fig. 5.2 in Page 46 wouldbe helpful):1. All of the visual input features other than Y2 and Z2 in these four simulations have the72
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erent initial weights and training patterns. Those values that are biggerthan 0.7 are in bold style.same kind of correlations with motor output features as those in Table 6.6. Therefore, it isreasonable to say that these correlations are robust and independent of the initial networkcondition and training sequences. Also, these correlations are the same as in the modelwith visual input only, indicating that adding the proprioceptive inputs did not aect theserelationships.2. Y2 is strongly correlated with either B or D in dierent simulations. In all ve simulationssummarized in Tables 6.6 and 6.7, the similarity values between Y2 and (B,D) are (0.80, 0.28),(0.79, 0.29), (0.45, 0.70), (0.09, 0.94), (0.16, 0.88), respectively. These values indicate that Y2could be strongly correlated with either B or D, but not both. Recall that in the model withvisual input only in Chapter 5, the similarity values between Y2 and (B,D) in ve dierentsimulations were (0.46, 0.63), (0.53, 0.47), (0.48, 0.47), (0.45, 0.46), (0.60, 0.46). This meansthat adding the proprioceptive inputs into the model could prohibit Y2 from being stronglycorrelated with B and D at the same time. Because of the presence of proprioceptive input,output features of antagonist muscles tend to be anti-correlated, making it impossible for aninput feature to be strongly correlated with two anti-correlated feature at the same time.3. Z2 is strongly correlated with one of E, F, O, C. The similarity values between Z2 and (E, F,O, C) in ve dierent simulations are (0.33, 0.17, 0.21, 0.68), (0.12, 0.78, 0.38, 0.28), (0.31,0.75, 0.35, 0.19), (0.12, 0.83, 0.11, 0.25), (0.23, 0.32, 0.24, 0.46), respectively. In contrast, inthe model with visual input only, Y2 is quite evenly correlated with E,F,O,C, with similarityvalues of ve dierent simulations of (0.23, 0.23, 0.24, 0.35), (0.32, 0.26, 0.24, 0.34), (0.28,0.31, 0.22, 0.41), (0.28, 0.33, 0.18, 0.34), (0.29, 0.46, 0.31, 0.50), respectively. This means73
that adding the proprioceptive inputs into the model could break the balance between evenlycorrelated features.In summary, the visual input has no explicit inuence on the nature of the proprioceptive inputmaps and their relationship with motor output maps. On the other hand, the proprioceptive inputdoes inuence the visual input maps. With the presence of proprioceptive input, a visual inputmap can no longer be strongly correlated with a pair of antagonist muscles simultaneously. Eventhough this visual input has temporal correlation with both of the antagonist pairs, it can onlyproduce spatially correlated maps with one of them.6.2.5 The Relationship between Proprioceptive Input Maps and Visual InputMaps in MIE F B D O C e f b d o cX1 0.90 0.00 0.16 0.01 0.03 0.20 0.00 0.90 0.01 0.10 0.37 0.03X2 0.00 0.85 0.04 0.01 0.06 0.07 0.96 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.05X3 0.00 0.78 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.09 0.01Y1 0.97 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.04 0.23 0.00 0.98 0.00 0.01 0.46 0.05Y2 0.01 0.02 0.20 0.79 0.03 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.24 0.00 0.00Y3 0.03 0.38 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.53 0.57 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.53 0.00Z1 0.01 0.01 0.91 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.96 0.00 0.02Z2 0.09 0.32 0.12 0.00 0.58 0.07 0.28 0.09 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.59Z3 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.98 0.02 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.02 0.00 0.00Table 6.8: Similarity values between visual input and length (left) and tension (right) proprioceptiveinput features after training. Those values that are bigger than 0.5 are in bold style.The relationship between proprioceptive input maps and visual input maps in the MI layerwas also studied. The MI layer receives sensory input information from both proprioceptive andvisual aerents. The coexistence of proprioceptive input maps and visual input maps in the samecortical layer resulted in interesting relationships between them. In fact, the relationships betweenproprioceptive and visual input maps can be inferred indirectly from the relationships betweenproprioceptive input maps and motor output maps and the relationships between visual inputmaps and motor output maps. It is already known that the MI motor output maps of a particularmuscle is aligned with the length input map of its antagonist muscle and the tension map of its ownmuscle. It is also known that motor output maps form complicated spatial relationships (alignment,partial alignment, mutual exclusion) with visual input maps. As a result, it can be inferred thatthe correlation of a muscle's tension input map and a visual input map will be similar to thecorrelation of the same muscle's motor output map and the visual input map; while the correlationof a muscle's length input map and a visual input map will be similar to the correlation of theantagonist muscle's motor output map and the visual input map. Table 6.8 shows the similarityvalues between proprioceptive input maps and visual input maps. It is clear that the right half ofthe table (with a small letter on top of each column to indicate tension) is similar to Table 6.6b.And the left half of the table (with a capital letter on top of each column to indicate length) issimilar to Table 6.6b only after each pair of antagonist muscles swap their positions. The detailed74
relationships between individual proprioceptive input maps and visual input maps are omitted here,since very similar relationships have been described in previous sections for the visual input mapsand motor output maps. Again, these relationships reect the temporal correlations between inputfeatures during the training process. The multiple coexisting sensory input maps and motor outputmaps in motor cortex form similar relationships so that single layer of cortical elements are able toreceive sensory input and send motor output in a consistent way.6.3 DiscussionIn the previous sections, it has been shown that the motor control model combining visual andproprioceptive input in motor cortex can form feature maps in the cortical layers during unsuper-vised learning. By putting activation patterns at randomly selected locations in the motor cortex,the initially random connections self-organized to reect the arm mechanisms and constraints dur-ing training. The self-organized cortical feature maps, along with their relationships, are importantin achieving consistent control of arm movement.This model is dierent from the previously described motor control models in that it has bothproprioceptive and visual inputs. Therefore, it is interesting to see how the combination of thesetwo kinds of input information inuence map formation in both proprioceptive and motor cortices.From the results reported earlier, we know that most results are similar to the models with singleinput pathways alone. In the proprioceptive input pathways, more regularly arranged activationpatterns were obtained in the PI and MI layers after training in both the current model and themodel with proprioceptive input only. The same kind of relationships were established betweenlength and tension input maps in both models. These results indicate that adding the visual inputto the model does not inuence the nature of the proprioceptive input maps in a signicant way.Moreover, the MI output maps to the lower motor neurons also formed in the same fashion in bothmodels, from initial random maps before training to clusters like formations after training. Thecorrelations between MI proprioceptive input maps and the motor output maps are also the samefor both models. This indicates that in the current model, the MI layer, although combining inputactivations from both proprioceptive and visual pathways, could reconcile the information receivedand maintain the same correlations between proprioceptive input and motor output maps as themodel without visual input. In summary, adding visual aerent pathways did not signicantly aectthe self-organization along proprioceptive pathways.On the other hand, formation of visual input maps was altered in some ways by the propriocep-tive input pathways, when comparing the current motor control model with the model having visualinput only. Looking at the visual input maps before and after training did not show much dierencebetween the two models. In both models, the post-training visual input maps were slightly moreregular in size of clusters and arrangements. However, the relationships between the visual inputmaps and the motor output maps were no longer the same for both models, according to the resultsreported in earlier sections. Particularly, the Y2 feature, which used to be strongly correlated withboth B and D at the same time in the model with visual input only, now is only strongly correlatedwith one of them in each simulation. Whether Y2 is correlated with B or D depends on initialweights and training patterns. From the analysis in Chapter 5, it is presumed that the correlationstrength between two features reects the likelihood of simultaneous presence of these two featuresduring training. Since contracting either the upper arm abductor (B) or the upper arm adductor(D) is going to move the elbow up or down, and is therefore more likely to position the hand in75
the middle range of the Y dimension (Y2), it is not surprising to see that Y2 is strongly correlatedwith B and D. Although B and D are output features of a pair of antagonist muscles, in the modelwith visual input only, there is no information concerning the relationships of the contraction ofantagonist muscles during training. However, after the proprioceptive input pathway was added,certain kind of anti-correlations appeared between mutually antagonist muscles. The lengtheningof one muscle will certainly cause shortening of its antagonist muscle. Therefore the length mapsof antagonist muscles in both PI and MI layers became mutually exclusive (i.e. no overlappingat all) after training. Due to the relationships between the MI proprioceptive input maps andmotor output maps, the motor output maps of mutually antagonist muscles also became mutuallyexclusive. This means that an element in the MI layer is not likely to activate both B and D at thesame time. On the other hand, training will causes Y2 to be associated with B and D, because ofthe frequent occurrence of features pairs (Y2,B) or (Y2,D) during training. The network tried tocompromise this contradiction by letting Y2 be strongly correlated with either B or D, dependingon the initial condition of the network. Similar things also happened to the correlations betweenZ2 and E,F,O,C. In the model with visual input only, Z2 was weakly correlated with one of thefour muscles, showing no strong correlations with any individual one. In the model with combinedproprioceptive and visual inputs, the the correlations of Z2 with any pair of antagonist muscles atthe same time were discouraged, causing one of the four muscle (E,F,O,C) to be strongly correlatedwith Z2. In summary, adding proprioceptive inputs changed the visual input maps' correlation withthe motor output maps, eliminating the situations where one visual input feature correlated simul-taneously with two output features of antagonist muscles. The inuence of adding proprioceptiveinputs is to dierentiate the antagonist muscles, causing anti-correlated input and output mapsfor antagonist muscles. This model tells us that although visual input alone can produce consis-tent input-output maps, it is not able to identify antagonist muscle pairs; proprioceptive input isnecessary to help distinguish the antagonist muscles.
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Input LayerFigure 7.1: The abstract model for mathematical analysis of cortical feature map relationships.There are m units in the input layer, which are fully connected with the n units in the outputlayer.There are m input units and n output units. The activation level of input units are designatedas I1; I2; :::Im. The activation levels of output units are designated as a1; a2; :::an. The connectionstrength from input unit i to output unit j is wji, for i = 1; 2; :::m and j = 1; 2; :::n. The unitsin the input layer receive initial activations: I = (I1; I2; :::Im). An input activation pattern is heldsteady while activation spreads to the output units, using competitive distribution of activation asdesignated in Equation 3.8 and 3.9. After the activation in output units stablizes, a competitivelearning rule (Equation 3.10 and 3.11) is used to update the weights wji for i = 1; 2; :::m andj = 1; 2; :::n.In this model, each input unit is considered to be an input feature. A certain feature is presentif and only if the corresponding input unit is activated. Multiple features can be present simultane-ously, as they were in most cases in the training input patterns for the motor control model. Theremay be some temporal relationship between dierent input features in the training patterns. Themeasurement of an output map with respect to a particular input feature is done by activating thatinput unit and measuring the activation pattern in the output units. The analysis in this chapterwill focus on the relationship of the output maps for dierent input features. We will study how thetemporal correlations between input features are translated into spatial correlations in the outputfeature maps.7.2 Activation Patterns of Output UnitsIn this section, the analysis is focused on the activation patterns in the output units of theabstract model described earlier, using competitive distribution of activation. Competitive distri-bution of activation is a more dynamic activation rule than standard activation rules. There is no78
general theory about the convergence of activation in dierent models using competitive distribu-tion of activation. In this analysis, it is assumed that initially all input and output units have zeroactivation, and then an input pattern I is applied to the input layer and held steady. The acti-vation spreads from input units to output units according to the rule of competitive distributionof activation, and nally stablizes. The study that follows will focus on the convergence of theactivation patterns and the relationship between the nal activation pattern in the output layerand the input activation pattern. It will be shown that in certain simplied situations, activationin the output layer converges to equilibrium; the resultant activation levels can be derived as aclosed form formula; and the nal activation of a particular output unit is a monotonic function ofincoming connection strength. These results not only provide us with a better understanding aboutthe nature of the activation rule under competitive distribution of activation, but also provide the-oretical background for directly using weights to measure cortical maps under certain conditions,as described earlier in this dissertation. The results in this section are also used in the analysis inlater sections.There are several past analyses of self-organized feature maps. Most of these are based onKohonen's model. Since Kohonen's model uses a simple rule to compute activation of output units,the analyses are focused on the convergence of training, not the convergence of activation. In theone dimensional case, it has been proved that the Kohonen's algorithm converges [Kohonen, 1989;Kohonen, 1995; Erwin et al., 1992; Lo et al., 1993]. For higher dimensions, the results are onlypartial [Ritter & Schulten, 1986; Erwin et al., 1992].There is also some previous work about the nal activation patterns using competitive distribu-tion of activation. [Benaim & Samuelides, 1990; Reggia & Edwards, 1990] used dierent versionsof activation rules that imposed no bounds on activation levels, and focused their analysis on theconditions for getting stable activation levels. [Wang & Seidman, 1988] used an activation rulethat has an upper bound of 1:0 which can be an equilibrium point. That study was focused onequilibrium of activation in several dierent models, based on dierent initial activation patterns.In these analyses there were no external inputs. Also no activation of any unit was held steady.The network relied on its own initial activation and activation rule to reach a stable position. Theactivation rule used in the analysis in this section (as well as in our previous simulations with themotor control model) is dierent from the above activation rules in that it has an upper boundfor the activation level, and this upper bound can never become an equilibrium point. Also someportion of the network (namely input units) are held steady and corresponding activations in theoutput layer are determined. In summary, past related analyses all used a dierent activation rulethat that used here.Given a pattern I = (I1; I2; :::Im) (assuming Ii > 0) clamped on the inputs, a weight matrixW = fwjig, and initial activation values for output units, the activation levels of output unitsa(t) = (a1(t); a2(t); :::an(t)) are uniquely determined at any given time, according to the competitivedistribution of activation rule. Since the measurement of a cortical map of any particular feature isdetermined by stimulating single input layer units and measuring the corresponding activations inthe output layer, the analysis in this section is limited to the situation where only one input unitis activated. That is: I = (I1; I2; :::Im) where Ij 6= 0 for a particular unit j and all other Ii = 0 fori 6= j. The problem can be further simplied by assuming the absence of lateral connections in theoutput layer. The following analysis is based on this assumption.Now consider output unit k. According to the activation rule and the assumption of havingonly one input unit activated, we have: 79
dak(t)dt = csak(t) + (M   ak(t))ink(t) (7.1)where ink(t) = outkj(t) = cp (ak(t) + q)wkjPl(al(t) + q)wlj Ij : (7.2)Here ak(t) is the activation level of output unit k, and ink(t) is the activation received by unit k fromthe input layer, which equals outkj(t), the activation from input unit j to output unit k, becauseunit j is the only activated unit in the input layer. Parameter cs < 0 is the decay constant indicatinghow fast activation decays, and M > 0 is the maximum value of activation. Parameter cp > 0 isthe output gain constant, determining the fraction of activation to be output. The parameter q hastwo eects: one is to prevent division by zero when initial activations in output units are zero; qcan also be used to control the degree of competition. Since in the simulations of the motor controlmodel demonstrated in previous chapters a very, very small q was used most of the time and it didnot signicantly contribute to the control of competitiveness, we will assume that q values are zeroin this analysis and that there are very small, equal initial activations in the output units to avoiddivision by zero. Hence Equation 7.2 becomes (omitting time t for convenience):ink = cp akwkjPl alwlj Ij (7.3)Substituting Equation 7.3 into Equation 7.1, we have:dakdt = csak + (M   ak)cp akwkjPl alwlj Ij (7.4)Equation 7.4 is actually a set of dierential equations, for k = 1; 2; :::; n, with initial small butequal positive values for every ak(0). Before we derive the activation levels at equilibrium, we mustrst prove that this set of dierential equations will reach equilibrium when time t goes to innity,instead of oscillating forever, or some other behavior. To prove the convergence of Equation 7.4 isa little complicated. Note that Equation 7.4 can be rewritten as:dakdt = (cs + (M   ak)cp wkjPl alwlj Ij)ak; (7.5)emphasizing that ak = 0 is a possible equilibrium point. To eliminate the eect when ak is close tozero, we rst examine an altered dierential equation set:dakdt = cs + (M   ak)cp wkjPl alwlj Ij (7.6)We will show that Equation 7.5 converges to a set of values that satisfy:cs + (M   ak)cp wkjPl alwlj Ij = 0 (7.7)for all k = 1; 2; :::n. Any solution of Equations 7.7 is an equilibrium point of Equations 7.6. Whatwe need to prove is the system will converge to this solution from the beginning point. Note thatEquations 7.6 will not converge on every beginning point. For example, if ak < 0 for all k = 1; 2; :::n,then Equations 7.6 simply diverge. 80










III(-,+)Figure 7.2: Drawing of L1 = 0 and L2 = 0 in the two dimensional space (a1; a2). L1 = 0 andL2 = 0 intersect at X . L1 = 0 and L2 = 0 divide the plane into four sections: I, II, III and IV.Each section has a unique combination of the sign of L1 and L2, indicated as + and  . The smallarrows indicate the moving direction of either a1 or a2 in each section as well as on the boundaries.are not parallel. So L1 and L2 have a unique intersection point. Draw L1 = 0; L2 = 0 in the planeof (a1; a2), it will be similar to Fig. 7.2. The intersection of L1 = 0 and L2 = 0, X , may not be inthe rst quadrant. It may be in the second or fourth quadrant.L1 = 0 and L2 = 0 divide the plane into four sections, named as I, II, III and IV. We onlyconsider the area where a1w1j + a2w2j is greater than zero, which includes entire rst quadrantand part of the second and fourth quadrant. Each of these four sections has a unique combinationof the sign of L1 and L2, indicated as + and   in Fig. 7.2. Since da1dt = L1 and da2dt = L2, thesigns of L1 and L2 also determine the direction that the system (a1; a2) moves when governed byEquation 7.8. The small arrows in Fig. 7.2 indicate the moving direction of either a1 or a2 in eachsection as well as on the boundaries. It is not dicult to see that, when (a1; a2) is in any of the foursections, the sign of da1dt and da2dt will make sure that it moves towards the intersection point X . Forexample, in section II, L1 > 0 and L2 < 0, so a1 is increased and a2 is decreased, moving (a1; a2)towards X . Also on the lines L1 = 0 and L2 = 0, the movement directions are either horizontalor vertical, as indicated by small arrows on the lines (see Fig. 7.2). As a result, (a1; a2) will nallyconverge to X no matter where it starts.Note that the drawing of Fig. 7.2 depends on the slope of L1 = 0 and L2 = 0. It is importantto have L1 = 0 be steeper than L2 = 0. Otherwise the signs in Fig. 7.2 will be dierent and (a1; a2)82










Lk=0Figure 7.3: Drawing of Li = 0 and Lk = 0 in subspace (ai; ak) of the n-dimensional space. Theprojection of hyperplane Li = 0 and Lk = 0 in (ai; ak) subspace intersect at X . Li = 0 and Lk = 0divide the subspace into four sections: I, II, III and IV. Each section has a unique combination ofthe sign of Li and Lk , indicated as + and  . The small arrows indicate the moving direction ofeither ai or ak in each section as well as on the boundaries.So far we have proved the convergence of dierential set in Eq. 7.5. Now we come back to provethe original dierential equation set in Eq 7.4.Proposition 7.3 The set of dierential equations in Eq. 7.4 converge to an equilibrium point.Proof: Consider the intersection point X of hyper planes Li = 0 for i = 1; 2; :::; n. X has coordinatesx = (x1; x2; :::; xn) that satises Equations 7.7. There are two dierent situations:Case 1: X is in the rst quadrant. That means xk > 0 for all k = 1; 2; :::; n.Comparing Equations 7.5 with Equations 7.6, it is apparent that the only dierence is thatEquations 7.5 has one more factor: ak on the right hand side of the equation. Since initially everyak has a small positive value, adding such a factor will not change the sign on the right hand sideof the equation. So the sign Equation 7.5 will be always the same as that of Equation 7.6 forall k = 1; 2; :::; n. Based on Proposition 7.2, the point a = (a1; a2; :::; an) will move towards theintersection point X . Since X is in the rst quadrant, the sign of ak is never going to change duringthe movement towards X . Finally, the point a will reach the equilibrium point X , where all dakdtbecome zero.Case 2: X is not in the rst quadrant. That means there are some xk < 0.84
Again, with initial small positive values for all ak, the point a is in the rst quadrant and willmove towards intersection point X , just like the previous case. However, since X is not in therst quadrant, a will moves across the quadrant boundary at some point. When this happens, thefactor ak in Equation 7.5 will take into eect. For example, suppose for a particular m, xm < 0,and point a has move to a place where am become zero. In this case, the equation:damdt = (cs + (M   am)cp wmjPl alwlj Ij)am (7.14)will be dominated by the factor am, making damdt be zero and preventing am from becoming neg-ative. As a result, Equation 7.14 has reached its equilibrium point and am will no longer change.From the neural network point of view, unit m has zero activation and therefore has quit the com-petition from the competitive distribution of activation. From a spatial geometry point of view,the system degenerates from n-dimension to (n-1)-dimension. The point will continue to move inthe hyperplane of am = 0, and all the hyperplanes Lk also project into this hyperplane, formingan (n-1)-dimensional system. This degenerate process will continue until all dimensions that havea negative xk have ak = 0. In the remaining subspace, the intersection point X will be in the rstquadrant and the subsystem will converge to that point. 2Now that we have proved the convergence of the Equations 7.4. It is not too dicult to ndout the stablizing values of this equation set.Proposition 7.4 The stablizing values of the dierential equations in Eq. 7.4 are:ak =M(1  Pl wlj(A+ n)wkj ) (7.15)for k = 1; 2; :::; n, provided that this set of values correspond to the point in the rst quadrant ofthe n-dimensional space.Proof: We already know that Equations 7.4 will converge. When the system reaches the equilibriumpoint, we have: csak + (M   ak)cp akwkjPl alwlj Ij = 0 (7.16)Here, we can safely assume that ak 6= 0. So dividing Eq. 7.16 by ak , we have:cs + (M   ak)cp wkjPl alwlj Ij = 0 (7.17)Rearranging Eq. 7.17, we have: (A+ 1)wkjak +Xl6=k alwlj =MAwkj (7.18)Here A = cp cs Ij . Eq. 7.18 holds for every k = 1; 2; :::n. So this is basically a set of linear equations:8>><>>>: (A+ 1)w1ja1 + w2ja2 + ::: + wnjan = MAw1jw1ja1 + (A+ 1)w2ja2 + ::: + wnjan = MAw2j...w1ja1 + w2ja2 + ::: + (A+ 1)wnjan = MAwnj (7.19)85
Solving this equation set, we have: ak =M(1  Pl wlj(A+ n)wkj ) (7.20)for k = 1; 2; :::n. 2This result indicates that the activation level in output unit k with respect to stimulation at aparticular input unit j is a monotonically increasing function of the \relative connection strength"between unit j and k. Here \relative connection strength" between unit j and k is the ratio ofconnection strength between unit j and k to the summation of the connection strengths betweenunit j to all the output units. The larger proportion wkj has among wlj (for l = 1; 2; :::n), thehigher the activation ak will be. Also the parameter A = (cp  Ij)=( cs) will aect activation level,the more output gain (cp) or less decay (cs), the higher ak would be.Equations 7.15 are only valid when the intersection point is in the rst quadrant. In case thatfor some k, ak = M(1   Pl wlj(A+n)wkj ) < 0, the system will degenerate, according to Proposition 7.3.In such case wkj is too weak to keep any positive ak. As a result, ak remains zero and quit thecompetition. In this situation, we have following proposition.Proposition 7.5 Without loss of generality, assume that weights are sorted so that w1j > w2j >::: > wnj . Also assume that h is the largest number in 1; 2; :::; n such that equationscs + (M   ak)cp wkjPhl=1 alwlj Ij = 0 (7.21)for k = 1; 2; :::; h have an intersection in the rst quadrant. The equilibrium values of the dierentialequations in Eq. 7.4 are ak =M(1  Pl wlj(A+ h)wkj ) (7.22)for k = 1; 2; :::; h, and ak = 0 for k = h+ 1; :::; n.Proof: Equations 7.20 tell us that the unit with the smallest weight has the smallest activation.With wkj already sorted in descending order, and all the initial ak (for k = 1; 2; :::n) are the samesmall positive number, it is apparent that (cs+(M  an)cp wnjPnl=1 alwlj Ij)an is the smallest (the mostnegative) among 1; 2; :::; n. As a result, an is the rst activation level to approach zero. Variablean then remains at zero, reducing the system to (n-1)-dimensions. This process continues until wend a largest number h such that Equations 7.21 have all positive solutions. At this point, thesystem no longer degenerates. By following the same derivation procedure, we have:ak =M(1  Pl wlj(A+ h)wkj ) (7.23)for k = 1; 2; :::; h. 2Here a simple example is described to illustrate the numerical results of above analyses. Assumethere is one input node and three output nodes in the model. The connection strengths arew1 = 0:3; w2 = 0:2; w3 = 0:1, respectively. Also assume the input node has activation of 1.0 and isheld steady. The decaying constant cs is  1:0; the output gain constant cp is 1:0. We rst calculatethe intersection point of L1 = 0; L2 = 0, and L3 = 0. By using Equation 7.15, the intersection86
point can be calculate as a1 = 0:5; a2 = 0:25; a3 =  0:5. It turns out that this point is not in therst quadrant of (a1; a2; a3) space . It is negative in a3 dimension. In real simulation, a1; a2 anda3 have initial positive values, and a = (a1; a2; a3) will move toward the intersection point. Whena3 reaches zero, it no longer change, according to Equation 7.5. The system degenerates into atwo dimensional system. The intersection of L1 = 0; L2 = 0 is a1 = 0:444; a2 = 0:167. This pointis in the rst quadrant of (a1; a2) space. So the system converge to this point. As a result, thenal activation of the output nodes in equilibrium point is: a1 = 0:444; a2 = 0:167; a3 = 0. Thenumerical calculation with dierence equations of this sample model yields the same result.So far, we have obtained the result about activation levels of output units at equilibrium, withrespect to single input stimuli. This result can be used in further analysis of the formation ofcortical feature maps, since the measurement of cortical feature maps is conducted by stimulatingonly one input unit at a time, and measuring the corresponding activation pattern in the outputunits. Some of the analysis later in this chapter will use this result.The result obtained here also helps us to have a better understanding of the relationship betweenthe output activation patterns and the corresponding connection strengths. With a single activatedinput unit, some output units with weak connections from this stimulated input unit will havezero activation, while other output units compete for activation based on their relative connectionstrength with this input unit. From Equation 7.22, it is apparent that the activation level ofan output unit is a monotonically increasing function of the relative connection strength of thisunit. This observation provides theoretical background for using weight vectors directly as themeasurement of a cortical feature map. Note that in previous chapters, when motor output mapsof MI were measured, instead of stimulating MI units and measuring the activation patterns inlower motor units, the weight vectors were used directly as a substitute for such activation patterns.From the results obtained in this section, it is clear that the order of the magnitude will be thesame regardless of using weight vectors or activation patterns. Therefore, such a simplication ofmap measurements would not aect the appearance of the resultant maps, as long as appropriatethresholds were selected.It should be noted that above simplied measurement method was only used in measuring theoutput map from MI to lower motor neurons, where no lateral connections exist between units inthe output layer. It will not apply to other map measurement situations such as cortical inputmaps, where output units (or more precisely, measured units) were laterally connected. In thelatter situation, the network dynamics become more complicated and the activation of a particularoutput unit not only depends on its connection strength from input units, but also depends on theactivation of adjacent units in the same layer.7.3 The Relationship of Cortical Maps with Perfectly CorrelatedFeaturesIn this section and the next section, the analysis will be focused on the relationship betweendierent feature in cortical feature maps. The simulation results presented in the motor controlmodels in previous chapters have indicated that the formed cortical feature maps have featuresthat exhibit certain kind of relationship between each other. In general, it was found that viatraining, temporally correlated input features usually form spatially correlated feature maps in thesame cortical layer. Such kind of correlation is subject to a theoretical investigation.87
Because of the complexity and dynamics of this model, a comprehensive theoretical analysiswould be extremely dicult, if possible. For simplicity, two special cases are studied. One case isto study the relationships between cortical feature maps with two input features that are in perfectcorrelation (correlation coecient 1.0). The other case is to study the relationships between corticalfeature maps with two input features that are in prefect anti-correlation (correlation coecient -1.0).These are two extreme cases; all other cases falls somewhere in between. The relationships betweenthe length proprioceptive input maps and the tension proprioceptive input maps in both PI andMI described in previous chapters usually reect these two special cases. While the relationshipsbetween visual input maps and proprioceptive input maps sometimes reect intermediate situations.The relationships between sensory input maps and motor output maps in the original motor controlmodel can be regarded as a special form of relationships between input maps, as the output signalsare fed back as sensory signals through the closed-loop system. Therefore the analysis results ofthe two extreme cases in the simplied model can give us signicant insight into the correlationsof cortical feature maps in general.In this section, the analysis is focused on the case where two input features are in perfectcorrelation. Suppose input units i and j are in perfect correlation. That is: Ii = Ij for any inputpattern I1. There is no restriction or assumption about the values of other input units. We studythe correlation of features i and j. We will show that perfect temporal correlation in input featurescan produce perfect spatial correlated feature maps in output layer.Proposition 7.6 Suppose that for every input pattern I, Ii = Ij, for an arbitrary but particular iand j. Also suppose that during training, each output unit has an unlimited number of chances ofbeing activated. Then after training, the cortical feature maps of i and j become identical (or fullyaligned).Proof: Consider the weight changes from unit i and j to a particular output unit k during thetraining process. According to the competitive learning rule, we have:wnewki = woldki + [Ii   woldki ]ak (7.24)wnewkj = woldkj + [Ij   woldkj ]ak (7.25)where  is the learning rate constant. The quantities woldki ; woldkj and wnewki ; wnewkj are weights fromunit i, j to unit k before and after a learning cycle, respectively. ak is the thresholded activationdened as: ak = ( ak    if ak > 0 otherwise (7.26)where  is a threshold constant. We want to show that during training, the wki and wkj get closerand closer in value, and nally becomes equal. To calculate the dierence between wki and wkj ,subtract Equation 7.25 from Equation 7.24:wnewki   wnewkj = woldki   woldkj + [Ii   Ij   (woldki   woldkj )]ak (7.27)Since Ii = Ij , we have:1Actually, when the correlation coecient between Ii and Ij is 1:0, it only mean a perfect linear dependencybetween Ii and Ij. In case that both Ii and Ij are in range [0, 1], and assuming Ii and Ij have same expectation (i.e.both have same chance to get activated), we can safely say that Ii = Ij.88
jwnewki   wnewkj j = j1  akjjwoldki   woldkj j (7.28)Here using absolute values insures that wki and wkj will get closer regardless of which one is bigger.In order to have jwnewki   wnewkj j < jwoldki   woldkj j, we must have j1   akj < 1. We know that  is apositive constant usually much smaller than 1. ak is a non-negative number smaller than maximumactivation constantM . So a sucient small learning rate  will ensure that 1  ak > 0, and hencej1   akj  1. In case that ak = 0, we have jwnewki   wnewkj j = jwoldki   woldkj j. We have assumedthat during training, there are an innite number of chances for ak to be greater than zero2, thenjwnewki   wnewkj j < jwoldki   woldkj j holds, and after sucient training patterns, we have jwnewki   wnewkj jclose to 0. This is true for every output unit k. As a result, we end up having identical weightvectors wi = (w1i; w2i; :::; wni) and wj = (w1j; w2j; :::; wnj). Since the cortical feature maps offeatures i and j only depend on the incoming weight vector from input unit i and j, respectively,identical weight vectors will lead to identical (or fully aligned) cortical feature maps. 2In the above, it has been shown that the temporally correlated input features will make theircorresponding weight vectors close to each other, and therefore lead to spatially fully aligned corticalfeature maps. However, in an actual simulation of the motor control model, the modication ofweights is a little bit more complicated. Not only the competitive learning rule is applied, butalso a normalization procedure is applied after each learning cycle, to avoid weight vectors growingwithout limit. We ignored this issue above. The following proposition will take this normalizationprocedure into account.Proposition 7.7 Perfectly correlated input in input units i and j will lead to fully aligned corticalfeature maps of i and j even when a normalization process is used during learning, provided thateach output unit has an unlimited number of chances to be activated.Proof: For any output unit k, the sum of all of the components of the incoming weight vector iskept constant all the time during the training process. That is:Xl wkl = S (7.29)where S is a given constant. After the competitive learning rule is applied to the weights, arenormalization procedure occurs to insure Equation 7.29 still holds. Assume that woldkl is theweight from unit l to unit k at the beginning of a given learning cycle, wnewkl is the weight aftercompetitive learning rule is applied, and wnew0kl is the weight after renormalization. We have:wnewkl = woldkl + [Il   woldkl ]ak (7.30)and wnew0kl = SPm wnewkm wnewkl2More precisely, we should say there are innite number of chances such that M > ak   > 0, where  is anygiven small positive constant. 89





Figure 7.4: A subspace (in dimension i and j) of the m dimensional input space. The crosses in thegure shows the positions of input patterns in this subspace that can activate a particular outputunit. Since all these input patterns have their i0th and j0th components equal, the nal incomingweight vector w(i; j), which points to the average position of those input patterns, will also liealong the diagonal line.the average position of the input vectors that activated it during training. This average positionwill lie on the diagonal line of the two dimensional subspace, as indicated in Fig. 7.4, because allof the input patterns (and hence all the input patterns that could activate this output unit) havetheir i0th and j 0th components equal. Note that dierent output units may have dierent lengths ofincoming weight vectors in this subspace. Some may be long enough to meet the threshold duringmap measurement, others may not. Yet they all lie on the diagonal line. Therefore, after everyoutput unit has been activated a sucient number of times, the output maps with respect to inputfeatures i and j will become fully aligned to each other.7.4 The Relationship of CorticalMaps with Perfectly Anti-correlatedFeaturesIn the previous section, it has been shown that perfectly correlated input features will generateidentical output maps after training. In this section, we look at the other extreme case: two inputfeatures that are in perfect anti-correlation. That is: the correlation coecient between two inputsvalues at unit i and j is  1. In a simple case, the input unit i and j has one and only one activated91
in each training pattern, namely < ai; aj >2 f< 1; 0 >;< 0; 1 >g. Based on simulation resultsreported in previous chapters, one would anticipate a theoretical conclusion that anti-correlatedinput features will produce corresponding feature maps that are mutually exclusive. That is: thereis no output unit tuned to both features. This turns out not to be true. In order for an outputunit k to be tuned to either stimulation in input unit i or j, but not both, it is necessary to havewki and wkj to segregate during training. However, depending on the parameter setting and initialweights, it is possible that wki and wkj do not segregate during training, but converge to becomethe same value. As a result, unit k can become tuned to both unit i and j. When all of the outputunits have equal weights from unit i and j, the maps for feature i and j become identical, insteadof mutually exclusive. In this section, we will focus our analysis on the condition under whichthe output units segregate their incoming weights from unit i and j, hence producing mutuallyexclusive feature maps.In a simple case, we study a network with no input units other than units i and j (or we canassume other input units exist but always have input values of zero) in order to avoid interferencefrom other input units. The network uses competitive distribution of activation along with acompetitive learning rule, and is repetitively presented with input patterns of < 1; 0 > or < 0; 1 >during the training. In this case, we have the following proposition:Proposition 7.8 A sucient condition for the network to produce mutually exclusive feature mapsafter training is that the parameter setting satises:A = cp cs < n (7.33)where n is the number of output units, cp is the output gain, and cs is decay constant.Proof: First consider the changes of the weights during the training. We start with the cost function(or Lyapunov function) associated with the competitive learning rule. The cost function has theform: Efwkig = 12X ak (Ii   wki)2 (7.34)where ak is the thresholded activation as indicated by Equation 7.26, and  is an input pattern.Here  2 f< 1; 0 >;< 0; 1 >g.The gradient of the cost function is given by:   @E@wki = X ak (Ii   wki) (7.35)Since  2 f< 1; 0 >;< 0; 1 >g, Equation 7.35 becomes:   @E@wki = a<1;0>k (1  wki) + a<0;1>k (0  wki) (7.36)The gradient of the cost function points to the direction in the weight space that would minimizethe cost function. So, we dene:wki = a<1;0>k (1  wki) + a<0;1>k (0  wki) (7.37)92
The following analysis will use this equation instead of the conventional individual update rule,because Equation 7.37 reects the real direction that the weights shift towards. This equationalso corresponds to so-called batch mode competitive learning rule([Hertz et al., 1993]), in whichcase each of the input patterns is presented to the network and the changes of the weights areaccumulated and then updated altogether.Similar to Equation 7.37, for wkj , we have:wkj = a<1;0>k (0  wkj) + a<0;1>k (1  wkj) (7.38)Also it is assumed that initially wki and wkj are not equal, otherwise this batch mode learning willalways yield the same value of wki and wkj , after each iteration of learning3. With this assumption,it is also safe to assume that wki > wkj for the purpose of simplifying formulas in the followinganalysis (assuming otherwise will not aect analysis results). We need to study the condition underwhich after each iteration of learning, wki and wkj will segregate further. With all the weights tobe positive and wki > wkj , we want to have:wnewki   wnewkj > woldki   woldkj (7.39)So from Equation 7.39, we havewki  wkj = (wnewki   woldki )  (wnewkj   woldkj )= (wnewki   wnewkj )  (woldki   woldkj )> 0 (7.40)It should also be noted that wki + wkj = 1 will hold during the training process if this incomingweight vector was initialized to be 1 and each input pattern also has same length. Thereforewki  wkj = a<1;0>k (1  wki) + a<0;1>k (0  wki)= a<1;0>k (0  wkj) + a<0;1>k (1  wkj)= 2(wkja<1;0>k   wkia<0;1>k ) (7.41)Here we are going to use the analysis results in Proposition 7.4. Assuming all the output units arenonzero, we have a<1;0>k =M(1  Pl wli(A+ n)wki ) (7.42)a<0;1>k =M(1  Pl wlj(A+ n)wkj ) (7.43)where A = cp cs as I<1;0>i = I<0;1>j = 1.Plug Equation 7.42 and 7.43 into Equation 7.41, we havewki  wkj = 2M[(wkiwkj Plwlj(A+ n)   wkjwki Pl wli(A+ n))  (wki   wkj)] (7.44)3Actually, an individual update rule can break this equality. So it is safe to assume wki 6= wkj; otherwise simplyapply individual update rule once before using batch mode learning.93
Note that Plwli + Plwlj = Pl(wli + wlj) = n. When weights are initially random and n isrelatively large, Pl wli and Pl wlj have similar values. Hence Pl wli  Pl wlj  n=2. As a result,Equation 7.44 becomeswki  wkj  2M[(wkiwkj   wkjwki ) n2(A+ n)   (wki   wkj)] (7.45)Since we want wki  wkj > 0, we only need to have(wkiwkj   wkjwki ) n2(A+ n)   (wki   wkj) > 0 (7.46)Equation 7.46 will ensure that after one iteration of f< 1; 0 >;< 0; 1 >g learning, wki and wkj willsegregate further. However, it will not guarantee that in the next iteration of learning, wki and wkjwill also segregate even further. To ensure that, we need(wkiwkj   wkjwki ) n2(A+ n)   (wki   wkj) (7.47)to be monotonically increasing with respect to wki, so that when wki becomes larger (namelysegregates further away from wkj) in one iteration, it will become even larger in the next iterationof learning. To simplify representation, let's dene wki = x, so wkj = 1   x. Then Equation 7.47becomes a function f(x) = ( x1  x   1  xx ) n2(A+ n)   (x  (1  x)) (7.48)where x 2 (0:5; 1]. For f(x) to be monotonically increasing, f 0(x) > 0 must hold. Sof 0(x) = ( 1(1  x)2 + 1x2 ) n2(A+ n)   2 > 0 (7.49)which is equivalent to 1(1  x)2 + 1x2 > 4(A+ n)n (7.50)Since 1(1  x)2 + 1x2 > 10:52 + 10:52 = 8 (7.51)for x 2 (0:5; 1]. So we let 8 > 4(A+ n)n (7.52)After simplication, we have A < n (7.53)This equation will guarantee that f(x) will be monotonically increasing. Also it is not dicultto prove that when Equation 7.53 holds, Equation 7.46 will also hold. Therefore, whenever thereis a slight dierence between the initial wki and wkj , and unit k can be activated, the dierence94
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Figure 7.5: An example of a small network with only two input units and two output units. Thenumbers on the connections indicate the weights. When presenting alternate input patterns of (1,0)and (0,1) to the network, the two output units may tune to dierent input patterns, depending onthe parameter setting.It should also be noted that the analysis results obtained in this section are based on a varietyof assumptions. First, the competitive distribution of activation is used as the activation rule, sincethis is used in our motor control system. Other activation rules may yield dierent results. Andthese results can be derived starting from Equation 7.41 and plugging in corresponding activationrule. Second, it is assumed that there are no lateral connections in output layer. When lateralconnections do exist, the activation landscape will be dierent. Third, it is assumed that duringderivation, all input units other than i and j are never activated, in order to avoid the interferencefrom other input units. All these limitations indicate that the results obtained here are onlyapplicable to a model that is already signicantly simplied. However, simulations show that evenour complicated motor control model is regulated by these analytical results to some degree. Forexample, it was found in our simulations that increasing the magnitude of  cs (while xing cpvalue) does eectively prevent the incoming weights of certain units from becoming equal duringthe training process.In summary, the analysis results in this section, although having signicant constraints on theirapplicability, give us some insight into the dynamics of our motor control model. These resultsprovide a theoretical understanding about some of our empirical ndings during simulations, andwill give guidance help in building new network models in the future.96
Chapter 8Conclusion8.1 Summary and ContributionsThe research described in this dissertation developed a multi-layered, \closed-loop" motor con-trol system with both sensory input and motor output. Most previous neural network motor controlsystems have used a single layer network that serves as both sensory input and motor output. Thesepast models mostly used visual information only as sensory input, and did not examine map forma-tion. The motor control model described in this dissertation is the rst motor control model thatincorporates proprioceptive sensory input, and it simulates map formation in primary propriocep-tive cortex (roughly Brodmann area 3a and some surrounding cortex [Wise & Tanji, 1981]) usingunsupervised learning method. This approach makes the model more biological realistic. Sincevisual input is an important sensory input, it was also implemented in the model. Simulationswere conducted on models with either proprioceptive or visual input, as well as on models withcombined proprioceptive and visual inputs.The motor control model with only proprioceptive input was trained for the study of cor-tical feature map formation. It was found that, based on random initial stimulation in motorcortex, the network could self-organize to form cortical feature maps in both proprioceptive cor-tex and motor cortex. These maps forms clusters for specic features. The output maps foundin primary motor cortex have characteristics that resembles those found in biological experiments[Donoghue et al., 1992]. For example, elements that control the same muscle are widely distributedin motor cortex; many cortical motor neurons can activate multiple muscles. Moreover, the coexis-tence of multiple feature maps in the same cortical layer provided interesting relationships betweeneach other. These maps formed meanful alignment (or overlapping) after training, reecting themechanical constraints of the model arm. It was found that the length input map of a particularmuscle was aligned with the tension input maps of its antagonist muscle. This occurred in bothproprioceptive and motor cortex. Also in motor cortex, it was found that the motor output mapof a particular muscle was aligned with the length input maps of its antagonist muscle and thetension map of its own. The study of these cortical feature map alignment provided us with betterunderstanding of how sensory information was processed in the sensory and motor cortex and howthis information came to inuence the motor output. The work will be helpful in building futuremotor control models that incorporate more biological ingredients. This model has also become asubstrate for lesion study in motor cortex [Goodall et al., 1997], as illustrated in Appendix B.We also examined the simulation of a version of the model which uses visual information insteadof proprioceptive information as sensory input. Since the visual information is received by MI97
via associative cortical areas in biological systems, and the actual encoding of visual informationreceived by MI is unknown, three dimensional coordinates (with coarse coding in each dimension)of hand position was used as an abstraction of the visual information that reaches MI. Simulationresults indicated that after training, visual input maps have formed in primary motor cortex.These maps also reected the characteristics of arm mechanisms and formed meaningful inputoutput relationships. Unlike the proprioceptive input maps, which are usually fully aligned witha particular motor output map, visual input maps are sometimes partially aligned with a motoroutput map. Moreover, each visual input map may be partially aligned with multiple motor outputmaps, and vice versa. A quantitative method was applied to measure how strongly these maps arealigned, or spatially correlated. It was found that the strength of such spatial correlation betweencertain pairs of input and output maps is related to the temporal correlation of both features duringthe training process.After studying the motor control model with either proprioceptive and visual input alone,simulations were done with a version of the model with combined proprioceptive and visual inputs.The focus of this study was on how these two dierent sensory inputs interact in the corticallayer, and how their cortical feature maps inuence each other. We wanted to know whether thosecharacteristics of feature maps observed in separate models are still preserved in this combinedmodel. It was found that the nature of proprioceptive input maps and their interrelationships aremostly unaected, compared with the proprioception-only model. This indicates that adding visualinput to the model does not inuence the proprioceptive input maps signicantly. However, theproprioceptive input did inuence visual maps in some sense. Although the appearance of visualinput maps remains similar with or without proprioceptive input, their relationship with motoroutput maps did change. Mostly, with the presence of proprioceptive input, a visual sensory inputmap could no longer be strongly correlated with the output maps of a pair of antagonist muscles atthe same time. This indicates that adding proprioceptive inputs changed the relationships betweenvisual input maps and the motor output maps, so that antagonist muscles are dierentiated invisual input maps. In the meantime the coexisting of both proprioceptive input maps and visualinput maps also formed consistent relationships that support the temporal correlation hypothesisdescribed earlier.Limited theoretical analysis on cortical map formation was also done. Due to the complicatedstructure and dynamics of the original motor control model, the analysis was necessarily based on asimplied model, with only one input layer and one output layer. First, the activation pattern of theoutput layer was analyzed based on single-input stimulation, in order to study the shape of featuremaps when a specic input feature was present. Under the condition of absent lateral connections,the convergence of the activation pattern in the output layer could be proved under a competitivedistribution of activation mechanism. The corresponding activation levels could be calculated.Subsequently, an analysis was done on why correlated (aligned) feature maps are usually related tothe temporal correlation in input features during training. It was proved that perfectly correlatedinput features could produce fully aligned feature maps, with very few constraints. On the otherhand, when two input features are in perfect anti-correlation, then there is no guarantee that thecorresponding feature maps will be mutually exclusive. The correlation of the resulting featuremaps depends on the parameter settings and weight conditions in this latter case. A sucientcondition of forming mutually exclusive feature maps was derived.In summary, the research described in this dissertation has developed a biologically plausibleneural network motor control system. The system self-organized via training to form multiple input98
and output cortical feature maps. These maps exhibited some properties that are consistent withexperimental nds in biological systems, such as distributed feature representation, controllingof multiple muscles for individual MI neurons, etc. The relationships between cortical featuremaps reect the temporal correlation hypothesis: temporally correlated features usually cause theircorresponding cortical map representations to be spatially correlated. This hypothesis is stronglysupported by simulation results in dierent versions of the motor control model. It is also supportedby theoretical investigation on a simplied model, and provides testable predictions that can guidefuture experimental research.8.2 Limitations and Future WorkThe motor control model described in this dissertation provides useful information about theorganization of cortical feature maps. This model, however, has its limitations. As a motor controlmodel, it is a great simplication from biological motor control systems. This model tried tosimulate sensory and motor cortices in a realistic fashion, but the lack of detailed biological data incerebral cortex and the possible computational cost have both imposed limitations on this eort.The simulation of the model arm is even further simplied, as the emphasis was put on the studyof cortical feature maps. Although hundreds of elements were contained in the cortical layers,very few elements were used to simulate arm neurons. For each muscle group, there was only oneelement representing the activation of the entire group of neurons controlling this muscle group.Such an simplication, although enough in supplying sensory information to cortical layers, is farfrom biological system, where each muscle is controlled by many motor neurons.This motor control model was developed for the study of cortical feature maps, and not foractual arm position purposes. The unsupervised learning method used in the model did not forcethe movement of the arm towards any specic target. As a result, the model is not able to performtarget reaching tasks accurately. However, during training, the stablized network caused somekind of association between visual input and motor output, as described earlier. So this model didexhibit some improvement in moving the arm close to a position where corresponding visual inputis supplied to cortical layers. But the overall performance of this model is incomparable to thosemotor control models built for industrial reaching task purposes, which do not care about biologicalplausibility.The theoretical analysis in Chapter 7 was based on a simplied model. Therefore, the re-sults obtained in this chapter serves as an illustration instead of a proof for the original motorcontrol model. Some part of the analysis, such as the derivation of conditions under which thetwo anti-correlated input features cause mutually exclusive feature maps, has incorporated manyassumptions, which limit the applicability of the results obtained. These analysis results couldonly help us understand better about the behavior of such type of network in general, and providea helpful hint for empirically choosing experimental parameters. They are not mathematicallyapplicable to our motor control model directly, even though many phenomena are similar.Some future work in this motor control model may include building a more realistic arm model,with more elements representing muscle activation. Instead of using accurate activation of singleelements to decide the degree of muscle contraction, dierent amounts of activated elements couldbe used to determine how much a muscle contracts. This approach is more similar to biologicalmuscle control, where muscle activation is determined by the number of recruited motor units. Alsothe training methods could be changed in some fashion. Target reaching is an easy task for human99
beings because we have an intention to reach that target. The current motor control model did notimplement such an \intention". It is possible that a reinforcement learn method could produce abetter result. Moreover, additional mathematical analysis is necessary for this complicated motorcontrol model. For example, one might study further how cortical maps are inuenced by parametersettings. One might also want to study the stablization of activation patterns under competitivedistribution of activation. Current simulations showed that the activation of the network alwaysstablized after a certain number of time steps. This may be due to the right choice of parameters.But more likely it is a property of such kinds of networks in general. Some previous work has provedthat total amount of activation in the network could converge under competitive distribution ofactivation [Reggia & Edwards, 1990]. But there is no guarantee that individual elements couldreach an equilibrium point. In our work, the convergence for individual elements could be provedonly when there was a single input stimulation and there were no lateral connections. So the proofof such convergence in a more general situation is of great interest. Similar to these above examples,there are still many phenomena about the behavior of the network that were consistently observedin simulations. These phenomena are also subject to theoretical investigation.
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Appendix AComplete Cortical Feature MapsIn this Appendix, cortical feature maps in dierent versions of our motor control models are listed.These maps are cataloged here to document representative examples of the model's behavior. Inthe model with proprioceptive input only, proprioceptive input maps in both PI and MI layer, aswell as motor output maps, are listed. In the model with visual input only, both MI motor outputmaps and visual input maps are listed. In the model with combined proprioceptive and visualinputs, the listed maps are: proprioceptive input maps in PI and MI; motor output maps in MI;and visual input maps in MI.A.1 Cortical Feature Maps of Motor Control Model with Pro-prioceptive Input OnlyA.1.1 Proprioceptive input maps in PI layer
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exor or closer (C) before (left) and after (right) training (threshold=0.4).104
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exor or closer (C) (threshold=0.4). 119
A.2.2 Visual input maps in MI layera. b.- - - X1- - - - - - - - X1- - - - X1- - - - - - X1X1X1- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - X1- - - - - - - X1- - - - X1- - - X1X1X1X1X1- - - - - - - X1- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - X1X1- - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - X1X1- - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - X1X1- - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - X1- - - X1X1- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - X1X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1- - - - - -- - - - X1- - - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1- - - -- - - X1- - - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1X1- - - -- - X1X1- - - - - - - - X1- - - X1X1- - - X1X1- - - - - - - - - - - X1- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1X1X1X1- - - - - - - - - X1- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1- - - - - - X1X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - X1X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1-- - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1X1-- - X1X1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X1- - - - - - - - - - - - -c. d.- - - - - - - X2- - - X2X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X2- - - -- - - - - - - X2- - - X2- - X2- - - X2X2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X2X2- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X2- - - - -- - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X2X2X2- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X2- - - - - - - - - X2- - - - - - X2X2X2X2X2X2X2- - - - - - X2- - - - - - - - X2X2- - - - - - - - X2X2- - - - - - - - - - X2X2X2- - - - - X2- - - - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - -X2- - - - - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - X2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - X2- - - - - X2- - - - - X2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - X2- -- - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X2X2- - - X2X2- -- - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X2- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - X2X2- - - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - X2- - - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- X2- - - - - - - - - X2X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - X2X2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -e. f.- - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3- - - -- - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3X3- - - -- - - - - - - X3- - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3X3- - - - -X3- - - - - - X3- - - - X3X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3X3X3- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3X3X3X3X3X3- - - - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3X3- - - - - - - - - - X3X3X3- - - - X3- - - X3X3- - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - -X3- - - X3- - - - - - - - X3- - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - X3X3- - - - - - - - - - - X3- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3- - - - - X3- -- - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - -- - X3X3- - - - X3- - - - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - X3X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -X3X3X3X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -X3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Figure A.19: The MI input maps with respect to visual input (in the X dimension), before (left)and after (right) training. X1, X2 and X3 code the negative, middle and positive range in the Xdimension (threshold=0.3). 120
a. b.- - Y1- - - - - Y1- - - Y1- - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - Y1Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - Y1- - - - Y1- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Y1Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1- Y1- - - - - - - Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1- Y1Y1- - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1- - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - Y1Y1- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - Y1- - Y1Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - -Y1- - - - - - - - - - Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1Y1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1- -- - - - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - - - Y1Y1- - - - - - - - Y1- - - - - - - - - - - - -c. d.- Y2Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - Y2Y2- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2-Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Y2Y2- - - - - - - - Y2Y2- Y2Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Y2- - - - - - - - - Y2- - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - - - - -- - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - -- - Y2- - - - Y2- - - - - Y2- - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - -- Y2- - - - Y2Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2Y2- - -- - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - -- - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - -- - - - - - Y2- Y2Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2Y2- - - - - - - - - - - - - Y2- - - - - - - - Y2-e. f.- - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Y3- - - - - Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3Y3Y3- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3Y3- - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - Y3Y3- Y3- Y3Y3- - - - - - - Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - Y3Y3-- - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3Y3- -- - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3Y3- - -- - - - - - - Y3- - - - Y3- - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Figure A.20: The MI input maps with respect to visual input (in the Y dimension), before (left)and after (right) training. Y1, Y2 and Y3 code the negative, middle and positive range in the Ydimension (threshold=0.3). 121
a. b.Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1Z1- - - Z1- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - Z1- - - - - - Z1 - - Z1Z1Z1- - - - - - - Z1- - - - - - -- Z1- - - - - - - - - Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1Z1- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Z1Z1- - - - - - - - - - - Z1 - - - - - - - - Z1- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1- - - - - - - - Z1Z1- - - - Z1Z1- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1- - Z1 - - Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1Z1- Z1Z1 - Z1Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1Z1- -- Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1- - - - - - - - Z1Z1- - -- - - - - - Z1Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1Z1- - - - - - - Z1Z1- - - -- - - - - - - - - Z1Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Z1Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - Z1Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1- - - - - - - Z1- - Z1Z1- - - Z1Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Z1- - - Z1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z1Z1- - - - - - - - - -c. d.- - Z2- - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - Z2- - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Z2Z2Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - Z2Z2- - - - - - - Z2Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - -- Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2 - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - -- - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - Z2- - - - -Z2Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - -- - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - -- - - - Z2- - - - Z2Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - Z2Z2- - - - - - - - - -- Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - -Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - Z2Z2Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2Z2Z2- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Z2Z2- Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2Z2Z2- - - - - - - Z2Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2Z2Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - Z2Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - Z2- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - Z2- - Z2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -e. f.- - - - - - - - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z3Z3- - - Z3Z3Z3Z3- - Z3Z3- - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Z3Z3- - Z3- - - - - - - - Z3Z3 - - - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - Z3- - - - - Z3- - - - - - Z3- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Z3- - - - - Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - Z3Z3Z3- - - Z3Z3- - Z3 - - - - Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - Z3- - - - - Z3Z3 - - Z3Z3Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - Z3- - - - - - - Z3- - - - - - - - - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z3Z3- - - - - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - Z3- - - - - - - - - - Z3- - - - - - - - Z3- - - Z3Z3- - - - - - - - - - -- - Z3- - - Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - Z3 - - - - - - - Z3- - - - - - - - - - Z3Z3- - - - - Z3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z3Z3-Figure A.21: The MI input maps with respect to visual input (in the Z dimension), before (left)and after (right) training. Z1, Z2 and Z3 code the negative, middle and positive range in the Zdimension (threshold=0.3). 122
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Figure B.1: (a) Position assumed by the model arm at rest in the absence of external stimuli (R;thick solid line) and in response to four of six cortical test stimuli. The arm is on the right side ofthe body and is viewed from the back (S = right shoulder; small circles = hand positions). Eachtest stimulus provides external input to cortical elements in MI that are most strongly connectedto a specic muscle group (here upper arm extensor E, exor F, abductor B and adductor D).For example, activating upper arm abductor elements in MI elevates the arm to position B. Thepositions assumed by the arm in response to cortical stimuli are appropriate and indistinguishablefor the trained prelesion (dotted lines) and control (cross hatching) states of the model. Similarresults are found for the lower arm exor and extensor (not shown). (b) Arm positions for an8x8 focal lesion of PI shown pre-lesion (dotted line; largely obscured by overlapping solid lines),immediately post-lesion (dashed line) and after 2000 further random input stimuli in MI (solidline). (c) Arm positions for a 16x16 lesion of MI, pre-lesion (dotted line), immediately post-lesion(dashed line), and after 2000 further random input stimuli in motor cortex layer MI (solid line).142
B.2 Focal Lesions in Proprioceptive CortexThe eects of structural lesions in PI were examined under a variety of conditions. Changes tothe feature maps in PI were observable immediately after a structural lesion occurred in this layer,as the 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cit. A partial but less pronounced \ring" of poorly responsive unitsis evident at a distance 6 from the lesion (outer border of (b)). This is not an \edge eect"; itsgenuine presence was veried with a larger cortical region.The second phase of reorganization occurred more slowly with continued synaptic changesduring the post-lesion period. With time, as the map reorganized in the context of continuedproprioceptive input and synaptic changes, the functional lesion gradually enlarged. For example,with an 8x8 structural lesion there was a 77% increase in perilesion inactivity at distances 1 and2 from the lesion edge over the long term (see Fig. B.2b, in comparison with Fig. B.2a). Similarchanges were observed with the proprioceptive map of muscle tension. Over time, clusters ofelements responsive to the stretch of a particular muscle also shifted position in the feature map.The functional lesion eects described above occurred largely independently of structural lesionsize in PI. They are representative of the eects observed with lesions that varied incrementally insize from 2x2 to 8x8. The dynamics of these functional lesions can be analyzed further by examiningthe mean activation level of cortical elements, averaged over all of the test input patterns. There was143
an essentially uniform pre-lesion mean activation of the PI elements of roughly 0.12. Immediatelyfollowing the structural lesion, the mean activation level of cortical elements directly adjacentto the lesion site dropped to 0.08, about 70% of its pre-lesion value. With additional synapticmodications following the lesion, these perilesion eects in the PI layer were intensied (about25% of prelesion value) and shifted outwards.Further examination of the model, following lesions in PI, reveals that perilesion cortical ele-ments were activated essentially the same amount for all input stimuli, in contrast with the prele-sion cortex where elements were activated selectively for some specic input stimuli but not others.This uniformity occurred as the result of the loss of excitatory support from cortical elements inthe structural lesion via intracortical connections. As the map reorganized following the lesion, theweights to these perilesion cortical elements tended to become uniform.Immediately following the larger structural lesions (5x5 and larger) in PI, an irregularly shapedarea of inactive motor cortex elements appeared in the center of the sensory maps of the MI layer,and did not resolve with further training. Given the coarsely topographic projections from PI toMI (projections from PI to MI elements within a radius 4), the observed inactive zone in the centerof the motor cortex sensory map is expected, and can be viewed as an example of diaschisis. Inaddition to these eects on the sensory maps of the MI layer, larger PI lesions produced a centralregion in the motor output map that did not activate any muscle groups in the lower motor neuronlayer. This was due to the loss of excitatory input to this region from the corresponding lesionedarea in PI. The percentage of MI elements activating one or more muscle group(s) in the motoroutput maps was 77% prior to lesioning. This decreased with larger PI lesions (5x5 and larger),e.g., with an 8x8 PI lesion, the percentage dropped to 68% over time.The decrease in motor output map responsiveness with lesions of increasing size led to \weak-ness" of the model arm following a lesion in PI. Fig. B.1b shows the arm position for the samefour test inputs to MI as in Fig. B.1a, for an 8x8 focal lesion in PI. Immediately post-lesion, ameasurable shift was observed in arm positions away from their pre-lesion position and towardsthe neutral, resting position of the arm. For example, the elbow position immediately post-lesionfor the upper arm exor test was 20o away from its pre-lesion position, revealing a weakened exorresponse. Similar weakened responses were seen with the contraction tests of the abductor, ad-ductor and lower arm exor immediately post-lesion. This occurred due to functional loss of MIelements that activated each muscle group. However, over time with continued cortical plasticity,the arm positions for all test inputs realigned with their pre-lesion positions, representing essentiallycomplete \recovery". With larger PI lesions, e.g., 16 x 16, such recovery was incomplete.Focal Lesions in Motor CortexA separate set of simulations was performed to study reorganization of the MI cortical mapsfollowing focal structural lesions of varying sizes in MI (2x2 to 8x8). For suciently large lesions,reorganization after a structural lesion in MI was seen in both the MI sensory and motor outputmaps. Immediately after such large focal lesions to MI, both the stretch and tension sensory mapsfor MI adjusted so that there was an increase in the number of responsive elements in normalcortex near the lesion edge. In contrast to PI lesions, no perilesion zone of decreased activation waspresent, as can be seen in Fig. B.3a. At distances 1 and 2 from the lesion edge there was an increasein the number of responsive elements over pre-lesion levels, from 91% pre-lesion to 96% immediatelyafter this 8x8 lesion. Although the change in absolute numbers of responsive elements is small, itaccurately reects a substantial increase in mean activation levels of all elements averaged over all144
inputs in this perilesion zone (from 0.14 before lesion to 0.21 after). Over time, the distance 1 and2 responsiveness stabilized at 99%, as is seen in Fig. B.3b. Overall rates of responsiveness for theMI sensory maps increased slightly immediately following the onset of the lesion, but then droppedback to prelesion levels with continued post-lesion synaptic modi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ected the positioning of the model arm as well, when testedwith six external inputs to MI. As seen in Figure B.1c, with a 16x16 focal lesion in MI the armposition revealed a weakened response immediately post-lesion. For example, the elbow positionimmediately post-lesion for the upper arm exor test was 15o away from its pre-lesion position,roughly in the direction of the resting position. Further post-lesion synaptic modications in thepresence of the MI lesion did not produce a complete realignment of the arm positions with theirpre-lesion location, although complete recovery did occur with smaller MI lesions (e.g., 8x8).The lack of any signicant post-lesion reorganization with small MI lesions (2x2 and 3x3) can beattributed to the coarseness of the topographic projections from PI to MI. Each MI element receivesinput from 61 PI elements, so with such small MI lesions the distribution of output from PI elements145
was only minimally perturbed, and perilesion elements continued to experience a distribution ofinput patterns similar to that before lesioning. As a result their receptive elds, and thus the MImap, remained largely unchanged due to the correlational nature of the synaptic modication rule.Examination of the feature maps for PI (both post-lesion and with further training) did notreveal any qualitative reorganization following MI lesions, beyond the small shifts of cluster positionsexpected with this model [Chen & Reggia, 1996]. While motor output was weakened with largerMI lesions, it did not appear to aect feature map organization in PI.B.3 CommentsThis model demonstrates interesting post-lesion eects concerning cortical map reorganization,along with some insight into why these secondary eects arise. It was observed that focal lesionsresulted in a two-phase map reorganization process in the intact perilesion cortical region. Therst, very rapid phase was due to changes in activation dynamics, while the second, slow phasewas due to synaptic plasticity. Thus, the model makes the prediction that biological perilesionmap changes will be demonstrable within a few minutes of a cortical lesion. While there are a fewexperimental animal studies that have examined post-lesion cortical map reorganization (see below),none of these have measured maps immediately following the lesion. Recent experimental studies inanimals have repeatedly shown map reorganization within minutes following focal deaerentationof cortex [Metzler & Marks, 1979; Gilbert & Wiesel, 1992]; our model predicts that they will occurfollowing cortical lesions as well and provides some details about their nature.The second prediction of our model is that increased perilesion excitability is necessary foreective map reorganization in cortex surrounding an acute focal lesion. When increased perilesionexcitability was present during the rst phase of map reorganization, the cortex surrounding thelesion consistently participated in the map reorganization process, even achieving a higher densityfeature map than in the prelesion cortex. Presumably such eective utilization of surrounding intactcortex following a lesion could contribute to behavioral recovery following an ischemic stroke. On theother hand, when there was decreased excitation in perilesion cortex, this intact cortex consistentlydid not participate in map reorganization, and the perilesion cortex that \dropped out" of themap actually expanded with time due to the normal modications of synaptic strengths. Thesevery dierent results, observed here for pure feature maps (PI) and for feature maps involvingtopographically arranged inputs (to MI from PI), are consistent with similar results obtained inour earlier study involving pure topographic maps [Sutton et al., 1994; Armentrout et al., 1994].The notion that perilesion excitability is an important factor may prove useful in inter-preting animal studies of post-lesion map reorganization. Under some conditions in thesestudies, functions originally represented in the infarct zone of sensorimotor cortex reap-peared or expanded in nearby intact cortex [Jenkins & Merzenich, 1987; Nudo & Milliken, 1996;Castro-Alamancos & Borrel, 1995], while under other conditions they did not [Nudo et al., 1996].Our model suggests that assessing perilesion excitability under these diering conditions may shedlight on why the dierent results occur.The dependence of map reorganization upon perilesion excitability in the model can be explainedby examining the synaptic modication rule that produces map formation originally. Informally,this rule causes changes to a cortical element's receptive eld 1) at a rate proportional to how activethat element is, and 2) such that the receptive eld shifts to become more like the pattern of inputelements that activate that cortical element. Thus, when the activation of a perilesion element is146
low, its receptive eld changes very slowly and little reorganization occurs. When perilesion activityis high, the receptive eld will change quickly and substantial reorganization will occur. In thiscontext, the dierences in the input connections to PI and MI account for dierences in how thesetwo regions reorganize. In PI, the diuse aerent inputs have little inuence on, and therefore littlecorrelation with, the perilesion elements following a lesion. Thus intact cortical elements adjacentto the original post-lesion functional decit lose correlated activity from neighbors, become lesscorrelated with specic input patterns, and tend to drop out of the map. In contrast, the coarselytopographic connections from PI to MI that originally supply the outer region of lesioned cortexhave an increased inuence on, and become more correlated with, perilesion elements, causing thelatter's receptive elds to shift and thus substantial map reorganization to occur.In the context of these modeling results, it is interesting to note that there does exist di-rect experimental evidence for increased excitability in intact cortex following a small focal lesion[Domann et al., 1995]. Such increased excitability has generally been viewed as detrimental, al-though this is controversial [Hossmann, 1994]. Our computational model suggests that, in addi-tion, increased excitability may play an important and previously unrecognized role in recoveryfrom stroke. At the very least, the model indicates that further experimental investigation of thisissue is warranted and will be useful in obtaining a better understanding of recovery after stroke.In our model, the primary factors determining whether perilesion activity increased or decreasedwere the extent of divergence of aerents to the cortical region and the ratio of intracortical lateralexcitation to inhibition. In other words, in both PI and MI the cortex immediately around the le-sion lost excitatory input from the lesioned region. However, the widely divergent inputs to PI wereinsuciently powerful to compensate for this loss of perilesion excitation from lateral connectionsarising in the lesion area, while the much more focused aerents to MI were.
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